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The honor due to parents is like the honor due to God.
Mechilta to Exodus 20:12

Howard and Pattiann Witkin
The most difficult part of being a rabbi is to comfort the mourner. What am I to say? What words can possibly console the inconsolable? How do I respond in the presence of another’s pain?

We read in the Talmud, Rav Pappa said: The primary reward for attending a house of mourning is for the silence, which is the optimal manner for those consoling the mourners to express their empathy” (Berachot 6b).

As difficult as it may be for us in the house of shiva, it is sometimes just our physical presence, a silent presence, that is the most helpful to a mourner. Listen, don’t speak and often a story will emerge about the life of their loved one now gone. When we listen, we will likely hear about the life of the deceased that made a difference while they were alive; you will hear about a life that loved and was loved; a life that moved family and friends to be better in the world. Listen to a mourner’s story and you will provide for them a deep and abiding comfort.

Jews are all about telling stories. Our stories save us. They perform miracles. “When the great Rabbi Israel Baal Shem-Tov saw misfortune threatening the Jews it was his custom to go into a certain part of the forest to meditate. There he would light a fire, say a special prayer, and the miracle would be accomplished, and the misfortune averted. Later, when his disciple, the celebrated Magid of Mezritch, had occasion, for the same reason, to intercede with heaven, he would go to the same place in the forest and say: “Master of the Universe, listen! I do not know how to light the fire, but I am still able to say the prayer.” And again the miracle would be accomplished. Still later, Rabbi Moshe-Leib of Sasov, in order to save his people once more, would go into the forest and say: “I do not know how to light the fire, I do not know the prayer, but I know the place and this must be sufficient.” It was sufficient and the miracle was accomplished. Then it fell to Rabbi Israel of Rizhyn to overcome misfortune. Sitting in his armchair, his head in his hands, he spoke to God: “I am unable to light the fire and I do not know the prayer; I cannot even find the place in the forest. All I can do is to tell the story, and this must be sufficient.” And it was sufficient.”

Mourners in the house of shiva will most likely not have the wisdom of the Baal Shem Tov. They will never attain the spiritual heights of the Magid of Mezritch. They are not like Rabbi Moshe Leib of Sasov. But they can all be like Israel of Rizhyn; they can tell a story. To bring comfort to the mourner, we provide a quiet space for the them to tell the story of the important life of their loved one now gone.

In the next few moments of the Yizkor Service, we will provide the silence for you so that you can provide the story. May the memory of our loved ones be for us a blessing.

Rabbi Bruce, Tammy, Yoni, Shai, Kivi and Aviva
During the time that our son Koby was battling brain cancer, and in the time after his death, feelings of grief, anger, and sadness arose in me often. Nonetheless, I managed to continue living life and putting energy into whatever was needed at the moment. We experienced sadness often, but we also had moments of joy, celebration, and the whole gamut of human emotions.

Through mindfulness practices, I’ve come to observe that we don’t have to be defined by our emotions and we can become aware of our feelings and choose our response. Grief has become my friend – a compassionate companion who visits me to offer some relief. I came to understand that I could actually plan on having a good cry. I can schedule myself to grieve.

Through the course of my day, feelings of sadness or anger arise. If it is appropriate or necessary, I express those feelings – I’m not afraid to cry in front of others, in fact I do it often. But, if I am occupied in some other task or simply don’t wish to experience the feelings at that moment, I gently put the grief in what I call “the box.” I don’t imagine it like a safe box or some deep dark place in my heart. It’s more like an old cardboard cigar box on the nightstand – just a place to hold my feelings until a later time of my choosing. Sometimes when I conduct a funeral or a bar mitzvah – I become aware of all the things that are “triggering” me. That’s ok – I’ll just save that for a little later, I say to myself. I don’t need to stuff the feelings down or deny them, just deposit them quietly in the box.

Then, when I’m ready, I open “the box” and revisit the feelings that had arisen for me that day. In our old house, I used to sit in Koby’s vacant room, on the floor in the dark. Then the grief would come and fill my heart and flow like rivers out of my eyes. Melanie came to understand this. She would pass by and ask, “you ok?” “Yes, I’m good,” I’d call out, “just crying... I’ll be ready to watch Netflix in 10 minutes.”

The pain of a child’s death is as awful as you might imagine (and much worse). But I relish when grief visits me. I welcome grief like an old friend who knows me better than I know myself. I invite grief to visit so we can sit together and cry and laugh about the old times. The pain in my heart and the lump in my throat are the most tangible and palpable thing I have left of my son.

During this Yizkor service, open the box of your memories and hold each one for a few moments like an old souvenir. Let the feelings arise as they will, without self-judgement. Give thanks for your emotions, for they remind you that your soul is alive.
I have never attended a Yizkor service. My family observed the custom of leaving the sanctuary during Yizkor as both of my parents are still alive. A few years ago, right before a Yizkor service, my rabbi suggested that I stay in the sanctuary for the service. He explained that while this custom of leaving the sanctuary is rooted in the superstitious tradition of keeping away the evil eye, we also have an obligation to support those who are grieving or remembering those that they have lost.

Rabbi Sharon Brous taught me that the Mourner’s Kaddish is not just a prayer that mourners say when they have lost someone, but it is a conversation between the mourner and their community. The mourner begins with “Yitgadal v’yitkadash sh’mei raba” and the community says, “Amen.” Then, the community responds with a new line of text. The subsequent lines said by the mourner are each followed by a communal, “Amen.”

The word “Amen” comes from the Hebrew word for belief. When we end a prayer or blessing with the word “Amen,” we acknowledge our agreement or belief in the prayer. In the context of the Mourner’s Kaddish, “Amen” symbolizes more than just an agreement, it elucidates that the community understands and is listening to their story. With each “Amen,” the mourner becomes more and more aware of the community surrounding them. This affirmation of loss is the essence of Yizkor. In some ways, experiencing Yizkor together is a communal hug.

Yizkor is not only a time for remembrance but a time to support, comfort, and acknowledge the losses in our community. As hard as it is to feel that sense of community this year, I hope that we will all still be able to support each other and always say “Amen.”
Readings

Your Sun Shall No More Go Down

Your sun shall no more go down,  
Neither shall your moon withdraw itself;  
For Adonai shall be your everlasting light.  
And the days of your mourning shall be ended.  

Isaiah

The Two Ships

Two ships were once seen near land. One of them was leaving the harbor, and the other was coming into it. Everyone was cheering the outgoing ship, giving it a hearty send-off.

But the incoming ship was scarcely noticed. A wise man standing nearby explained the people’s reaction. “Rejoice not,” he said, “over the ship that is setting out to sea, for you know not what destiny awaits it, what storms it may encounter, what dangers lurk before it. Rejoice rather over the ship that has reached port safely and brought back all its passengers in peace.”

It is the way of the world that when a human being is born, all rejoice; but when he dies, all sorrow. It should be the other way around. No one can tell what troubles await the developing child on its journey through life. But when a man has lived well and dies in peace, all should rejoice, for he has completed his journey successfully and he is departing from this world with the imperishable crown of a good name.

Midrash

Life’s Lesson

I learn, as the years roll onward  
And I leave the past behind,  
That much I had counted sorrow  
But proved that God is kind;  
That many a flower I’d longed for  
Had hidden a thorn of pain  
And many a rugged bypath  
Led to the fields of ripened grain.  
The clouds that cover the sunshine,  
They cannot banish the sun,  
And the earth shines out the brighter  
When the weary rain is done.  
We must stand in the deepest shadow  
To see the clearest light;  
And often through wrong’s own darkness  
Comes the welcome strength of Right.

Anonymous

A Truth

I hold it true, whate’er befall;  
I feel it when I sorrow most;  
‘Tis better to have loved and lost  
Than never to have loved at all.

Alfred Tennyson

What God Hath Promised

God hath not promised  
Skies always blue,  
Flower-strewn pathways  
All our lives through;  
God hath not promised  
Sun without rain,  
Joy without sorrow,  
Peace without pain.  
But God hath promised  
Strength for the day,  
Rest for the labor,  
Light for the way,  
Grace for the trials,  
Help from above,  
Unfailing sympathy,  
Undying love.

Annie Johnson Flint
Acceptance of the Unanswerable

“Why did it have to happen?” everyone asks. The answer to this is the test of the individual’s religious conviction. If his faith is deep and sincere, he replies simply: “This is God’s will. This is divine wisdom. There is a higher judgment.” Such a man possesses the faith which comforts and heals.

In others, an important recognition must be made—that there are things to which we have no answers at all, and that it is possible to accept what has happened without knowing why. For them, in that acceptance of the unanswerable, is the beginning of wisdom.

Zelda Popkin

Faced with Trouble

Oh, face to face with trouble, Friend I have often stood, To learn that pain hath sweetness, To know that God is good. Arise and meet the daylight, Be strong and do your best, With an honest heart and a childlike trust That God will do the rest.

Margaret E. Sangster

Meeting Sorrow Upright

According to ancient Jewish custom, the ceremony of cutting our garments when our nearest and dearest on earth is lying dead before us, is to be performed standing up. This teaches: meet all sorrow standing upright. The future may be dark, veiled from the eye of mortals—but not the manner in which we are to meet the future. To rail at life, to rebel against a destiny that has cast our lines in unpleasant places, is of little avail. We cannot lay down terms to life. Life must be accepted on its own terms. But hard as life’s terms are, life (it has been finely said) never dictates unrighteousness, unholiness, dishonor.

Joseph H. Hertz

Life is...

Life is too brief Between the budding and the falling leaf. Between the seed time and the golden sheaf, For hate and spite. We have no time for malice and for greed; Therefore, with love make beautiful the deed; Fast speeds the night. Life is too swift Between the blossom and the white snow’s drift, Between the silence and the lark’s uplift, For bitter words. In kindness and in gentleness our speech Must carry messages of hope, and reach The sweetest chords. Life is too great Between the infant’s and the man’s estate, Between the clashing of earth’s strife and fate, For petty things. Lo! We shall yet who creep with cumbered feet Walk glorious over heaven’s golden street, Or soar on wings!

W.M. Vories
The Grave
The grave itself is but a covered bridge leading from light to light, through a brief darkness.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

God’s Garden
God looked around his garden
And found an empty place.
He then looked down upon the earth
And saw your tired face.
He put his arms around you
And lifted you to rest.
God’s garden must be beautiful
He always takes the best.

He knew the roads were getting rough
And the hills were hard to climb.
So he closed your weary eyelids and whispered
“Peace be thine.”

It broke our hearts to lose you
But you did not go alone
For part of us went with you
The day God called you home.

By Kate, dedicated to my Nan

We Remember Them
At the rising of the sun and at its going down, we remember them.

At the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, we remember them.

At the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring, we remember them.

At the shining of the sun and in the warmth of summer, we remember them.

At the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of autumn, we remember them.

At the beginning of the year and at its end, we remember them.

As long as we live, they too will live; For they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them.

When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them.

Sylvan Kamens and Rabbi Jack Riemer
Some people whose parents are living have a custom of leaving the service at this time, but even those who do not yet need to say the personal prayers of remembrance might remain and recite prayers for others as well as join in the communal prayers.

**Introduction.** Yizkor is a time set aside to formally include in our thoughts and prayers family and friends who have passed away. Though Yizkor is recited on each of the festivals, on the High Holy Days we may feel a special connection to those who have played a significant role in our life’s journey. The themes and somber ambience of the Yom Kippur service make this day especially appropriate for contemplating life and death. Thus, in reciting Yizkor, the veil between the worlds of the living and the dead becomes more transparent, less opaque. May the memory of those we recall be a blessing in our lives.

On this solemn day we each make judgments about the quality of our life. We re-examine our deeds and relationships with our community and with others. We express our yearnings for a new year, a new beginning, a year during which we commit ourselves to work toward bringing health and peace to all. We long for a year when individually and communally we shall strive to live in a way that is more reflective of the ideals that we cherish.

Now, in the midst of looking at our life and assessing its quality, we pause to reflect and to remember, and to dedicate ourselves anew.

God is always before me, at my right hand, lest I fall. Therefore I am glad, made happy, though I know that my flesh will lie in the ground forever.

The deaths of those we now remember left holes in our lives. But we are grateful for the gift of their lives and we are strengthened by the blessings that they left us and the precious memories that comfort and sustain us as we recall them this day.

Reprinted with permission from Mahzor Lev Shalem, © 2010 Rabbinical Assembly, pages 290-294. This permission is only for use by Congregation Hebrew Educational Alliance.
YIZKOR

When I stray from You, Adonai, my life is as death; but when I cleave to You, even in death I have life. You embrace the souls of the living and the dead. The earth inherits that which perishes. The dust returns to dust; but the soul, which is God’s, is eternal. Adonai is compassionate to all creation, granting us a share in unending life. God redeems our life from the grave, joining us forever in the unending chain of life.

May we preserve the memory of those we love and are now gone, through charity in deed and thought. May we live unselfishly, in truth and love and peace, so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we lovingly remember, this day, those who live on in our hearts.

—JULES HARLOW

Backwards and Forwards

Yizkor:
Looking backward, we recall our ancestry.
Looking forward, we confront our destiny.
Looking backward, we reflect on our origins.
Looking forward, we choose our path.
Remembering that we are a tree of life, not letting go, holding on, and holding to, we walk into an unknown, beckoning future, with our past beside us.

—HAROLD SCHULWEIS (adapted)

WE RECALL

Some of us recall parents who watched over us, nursed us, guided us, and sacrificed for us.
Some of us lovingly call to mind a wife, husband, or partner with whom we were truly united—in our hopes and our pains, in our failures and our achievements, in our joys and our sorrows.
Some of us remember brothers and sisters, who grew up together with us, sharing in the play of childhood, in the youthful adventure of discovering life’s possibilities, bound to us by a heritage of family tradition and by years of togetherness and love.
Some of us call to mind children, entrusted to us too briefly, to whom we gave our loving care and from whom we received a trust that enriched our lives. So many of us recall beloved relatives and friends whose affection and devotion enhanced our lives, and whose visible presence will never return to cheer, encourage, or support us.
Though they are gone, we are grateful for the blessings they brought to our lives. We are sustained and comforted by the thought that their presence in our lives remains an enduring blessing that we can bequeath to others.
We can show our devotion to them by our devotion to those ideas that they cherished.
O God of love, make us worthy of the love we have received by teaching us to love You with all our heart and with all our soul and with all our might, and to spread the light of Your divine love on all whose lives touch ours. Give us strength to live faithfully, for we are cheered by our confidence that You will not permit our lives to be wasted, but will bring all our worthy strivings to live on, even as we may not see their fulfillment.

—MORDECAI M. KAPLAN, EUGENE KOHN, AND IRA EISENSTEIN (adapted from Mahzor Hadash)
We each continue in private meditation, selecting from among the following and adding appropriate names as indicated. Personal prayers may be added.

We rise.

In memory of male relatives or friends:

יִזְכּוֹר אֱלֹהִים אֶת נִשְׁמָת
(for a father) _____________ אֵבִי מְנוּרִי
(for a husband) ______________ אִישׁ
(for a partner) ______________ וּכְנֶנִי
(for a brother) ______________ אוֹתִי
(for a son) ______________ בַּנִי
(for other relative) ______________ קְרוֹבִי
(for a friend) ______________ הָבִר

(others) ______________

In memory of female relatives or friends:

יִזְכּוֹר אֱלֹהִים אֶת נִשְׁמָת
(for a mother) _____________ אֵמִי מְנוּרִית
(for a wife) ______________ אָשִית
(for a partner) ______________ בַּת וּנִי
(for a sister) ______________ אֲחוֹתִי
(for a daughter) ______________ בַּתְּי
(for other relative) ______________ קְרוֹבִית
(for a friend) ______________ הָבִרָה

(others) ______________

The Yizkor service was called seder matnat yad, the service of expressing generosity on behalf of those who have died. That name comes from the closing line of the Torah reading for the final day of the pilgrimage festivals (when Yizkor is recited): “Every person giving a gift according to the blessing they have received from Adonai” (Deuteronomy 16:17). Offering charitable gifts and performing acts of justice, love, and care in memory of those who have died provide us with ways of honoring their memory and continuing their influence for good.
In memory of male relatives or friends:

Yizkor elohim et nishmat

(for a father) ____ avi mori
(for a husband) __ ishi
(for a partner) __ ben zugi
(for a brother) __ achi
(for a son) ______ b’n
(for other relative) k’rovi
(for a friend) ____ chaveiri
(others) ______


In memory of female relatives or friends:

Yizkor elohim et nishmat

(for a mother) ___ imi morati
(for a wife)______ ishti
(for a partner) ___ bat zugi
(for a sister) ____ a’choti
(for a daughter) ___ biti
(for other relative) k’rovati
(for a friend) ____ chaveirati
(others) ______

Though I stared earnestly at my fingernail
Yesterday when I was on the #7 bus
I happened to look at the cuticle
of my right forefinger
and for a moment
I thought not that it was mine
but that it was my father’s—
the same small confusion I have from time to time
when I catch sight of my daughter
in her denim skirt, size 3,
and I feel lean, willowy, in her clothes.
So there I was on the #7 bus
overtaken by a longing very close to love
staring at the cuticle of my right forefinger.
I remembered how clean and short he kept his nails
and suddenly there was the whole man
reconstituted from a fingernail
standing before me, smiling broadly,
his face flushed with pleasure.
But then just as suddenly he was gone
and though I stared earnestly at my fingernail
I failed to bring him back.
—Merle Feld

We each continue in private meditation, selecting from among the following and adding appropriate names as indicated. Personal prayers may be added.

We rise.

In memory of male relatives or friends:
May God remember the soul of
my father ____________
my husband ____________
my partner ____________
my brother ____________
my son ____________
my relative ____________
my friend ____________
(others) ____________
who has [have] gone to his [their] eternal home. In loving testimony to his life [their lives], I pledge tz’dakah to help perpetuate ideals important to him [them]. Through such deeds, and through prayer and remembrance, may his [their] soul[s] be bound up in the bond of life. May I prove myself worthy of the many gifts with which he [they] blessed me. May these moments of meditation strengthen the ties that link me to his [their] memory. May he [they] rest in peace forever in God’s presence. Amen.

In memory of female relatives or friends:
May God remember the soul of
my mother ____________
my wife ____________
my partner ____________
my sister ____________
my daughter ____________
my relative ____________
my friend ____________
(others) ____________
who has [have] gone to her [their] eternal home. In loving testimony to her life [their lives], I pledge tz’dakah to help perpetuate ideals important to her [them]. Through such deeds, and through prayer and remembrance, may her [their] soul[s] be bound up in the bond of life. May I prove myself worthy of the many gifts with which she [they] blessed me. May these moments of meditation strengthen the ties that link me to her [their] memory. May she [they] rest in peace forever in God’s presence. Amen.
IN MEMORY OF MARTYRS:

With all our might, we remember all whose lives touch ours. We can show our devotion to them by our devotion to those who lived on in loving memory of those we love and are supported by a heritage of family tradition and by years of togetherness and love. We remember brothers and sisters, who grew up together with us, sharing in the play of childhood, in the youthful adventure of discovering life's possibilities, bound together with us, sharing in the play of childhood, in the youthful adventure of discovering life's possibilities, bound

IN MEMORY OF CONGREGANTS:

We may not see their fulfillment, but will bring all our worthy strivings to live on, even as we share in unending life. May we preserve the memories of those we love and are received as a blessing, as we so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we honor their memory. Looking backward, we recall our ancestry. Looking forward, we choose our destiny.

IN MEMORY OF THE SIX MILLION:

God's care.

IN PARADISE

Literally, “in the Garden of Eden.” We imagine that the soul, which connects all living beings with their divine source, returns, after the death of the body, to God's care.
A Yizkor Meditation
in Memory of a Parent Who Was Hurtful

Dear God,

You know my heart. Indeed, You know me better than I know myself, so I turn to You before I rise for Kaddish.

My emotions swirl as I say this prayer. The parent I remember was not kind to me. His/her death left me with a legacy of unhealed wounds, of anger and of dismay that a parent could hurt a child as I was hurt.

I do not want to pretend to love, or to grief that I do not feel, but I do want to do what is right as a Jew and as a child. Help me, O God, to subdue my bitter emotions that do me no good, and to find that place in myself where happier memories may lie hidden, and where grief for all that could have been, all that should have been, may be calmed by forgiveness, or at least soothed by the passage of time.

I pray that You, who raise up slaves to freedom, will liberate me from the oppression of my hurt and anger, and that You will lead me from this desert to Your holy place.

—Robert Saks

IN MEMORY OF MARTYRS:
May God remember the souls of the martyrs of our people, who gave their lives for the sanctification of God’s name. In their memory do I pledge tz’dakah. May their bravery, their dedication, and their purity be reflected in our lives. May their souls be bound up in the bond of life. May they rest in peace forever in God’s presence. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF CONGREGANTS:
May God remember the souls of our friends, members of this holy congregation, who have gone to their eternal home. May their souls be bound up in the bond of life. May these moments of meditation strengthen the ties that link us to their memory. May they rest in peace forever in God’s presence. Amen.

...Exalted, compassionate God, comfort the bereaved families of this congregation. Help us to perpetuate everything that was worthy in the lives of those no longer with us, whom we remember this day. May their memory endure as a blessing. And let us say: Amen.

IN MEMORY OF THE SIX MILLION:
Exalted, compassionate God, grant perfect peace in Your sheltering presence, among the holy and the pure, whose radiance is like the heavens, to the souls of all the men, women, and children of the House of Israel who were slaughtered, strangled, and burned in the Shoah. May they rest in paradise. Master of mercy, may they find eternal shelter beneath Your sheltering wings, and may their souls be bound up in the bond of life. Adonai is their portion. May they rest in peace. And let us say: Amen.
IN MEMORY OF ALL THE DEAD:

יהוה רעי, לא אקחָר
בצואות דברי, ירח
על מנוחות קהל.

בְּמֵשֶׁךְנוּם, יְנַחֲמֻֽנִי
עַל מִשְׁכְּבוֹתֵיהֶם.
וְנֹאמַר אָמֵן.


El malei rachamim, shokhein bam’romim, ha’ma tzei menuchah ne’khonah
ta’chat kanfai hash’khinah, b’ma-alot kedoshim ut’horim, k’zohar
harakia maz’hirim, le’nishmot kol-elah shehizkarinu hayom liv’rachah,
shehalkhu l’olamam, b’gan ei’den t’hi menuchatam ana ba’al
ha-rachamim, has’tireim b’seiter k’nafei’kha le’olamim. Utzror bitz’ror
ha-chayim et-nishmoteihem. Adonai hu nachalatam ve’yanuchu v’shalom
al mish’kevoteihem. V’nomar amein.

Psalm 23


Adonai ro’i, lo echsar.
Binot deshe yar’bitzeini,
al mei m’nuchot y’nahaleini.
Nafshi y’shoveiv, yancheini v’magalei-tzedek l’ma-an sh’mo.
Gam ki eleich b’gei tzalmavet lo ira ra ki ata imadi.
Shiv’tcha umish-antecha hema y’nachamuni.
ta-aroch l’fanai shulchan neged tzor-rai,
dishanta va shmen roshi, kosi r’vayah
Ach tov yotzer y’dftzufin keli’ymi tiy,
v’shavti b’vait Adonai l’orech yamim.
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IN MEMORY OF ALL THE DEAD:

Exalted, compassionate God, grant perfect peace in Your sheltering presence, among the holy and the pure, whose radiance is like the heavens, to the souls of all those we have recalled today. May their memory be a blessing, and may they rest in paradise. Master of mercy, may they find eternal shelter beneath Your sheltering wings, and may their souls be bound up in the bond of life. Adonai is their portion. May they rest in peace. And let us say: Amen.

PSALM 23

A PSALM OF DAVID.

Adonai is my shepherd, I shall not want.

God gives me repose in green meadows, and guides me over calm waters.

God will revive my spirit and direct me on the right path—for that is God’s way.

Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no harm, for You are at my side.

Your staff and Your rod comfort me.

You prepare a banquet for me in the presence of my foes:

You anoint my head with oil, my cup overflows.

Surely goodness and kindness shall be my portion all the days of my life,

And I shall dwell in the house of Adonai in the fullness of time.

My Peace

My peace is tied by a thread to yours.

And the beloved holidays and glorious seasons of the year—with the wealth of fragrances, flowers, fruit, leaves, and winds, the fog and the rain, the sudden snow and the dew—are suspended on a thread of longing.

I and you and the Sabbath.

I and you and our lives in the last incarnation.

I and you and the lie.

And the fear.

And the breaches.

I and you and the Creator of the heavens that have no shore.

I and you and the riddle.

I and you and death.

—ZELOA

(trans. Marcia Falk)
When I stray from You, Adonai, my life is as death; but when I cleave to You, even in death I have life. You embrace the souls of the living and the dead. The earth inherits that which perishes. The dust returns to dust; but the soul, which is God's, is eternal. Adonai is compassionate to all creation, granting us a share in unending life. God redeems our life from the grave, joining us forever in the unending chain of life. May we preserve the memory of those we love and are now gone, through charity in deed and thought. May we live unselfishly, in truth and love and peace, so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we lovingly remember, this day, those who live on in our hearts.

—Jules Harlow

Backwards and Forwards

Yizkor:

Looking backward, we recall our ancestry. Looking forward, we confront our destiny. Looking backward, we reflect on our origins. Looking forward, we choose our path. Remembering that we are a tree of life, not letting go, holding on, and holding to, we walk into an unknown, beckoning future, with our past beside us.

—Harold Schulweis

(adapted)

We Recall

Some of us recall parents who watched over us, nursed us, guided us, and sacrificed for us. Some of us lovingly call to mind a wife, husband, or partner with whom we were truly united—in our hopes and our pains, in our failures and our achievements, in our joys and our sorrows. Some of us remember brothers and sisters, who grew up together with us, sharing in the play of childhood, in the youthful adventure of discovering life's possibilities, bound to us by a heritage of family tradition and by years of togetherness and love. Some of us call to mind children, entrusted to us too briefly, to whom we gave our loving care and from whom we received a trust that enriched our lives. So many of us recall beloved relatives and friends whose affection and devotion enhanced our lives, and whose visible presence will never return to cheer, encourage, or support us. Though they are gone, we are grateful for the blessings they brought to our lives. We are sustained and comforted by the thought that their presence in our lives remains an enduring blessing that we can bequeath to others. We can show our devotion to them by our devotion to those ideas that they cherished.

O God of love, make us worthy of the love we have received by teaching us to love You with all our heart and with all our soul and with all our might, and to spread the light of Your divine love on all whose lives touch ours. Give us strength to live faithfully, for we are cheered by our confidence that You will not permit our lives to be wasted, but will bring all our worthy strivings to live on, even as we may not see their fulfillment.

—mordecai M. Kaplan, Eugene Kohn, and Ira Eisenstein (adapted from Mahzor Hadash)
Mourner’s Kaddish

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in the days of all the House of Israel. And respond with: Amen.

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever!

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored, extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed, b’rikh hu, is truly far beyond all acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world. And respond with: Amen.

May abundant peace from heaven, and life, come to us and to all Israel. And respond with: Amen.

May the One who brings harmony on high, bring harmony to us and to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth].

And respond with: Amen.

Mourners:
Yitgaddal v’yitkaddash sh’mei rabba, b’alma di v’ra, ki-r’uteih, v’yamlikh malkhuteih b’hayyeikhon u-v’yomeikhon u-v’hayyei d’khel beit yisra-el, ba-agala u-viz’man kariv, v’imru amen.

Congregation and mourners:
Y’hei sh’mei rabba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almayya.

Mourners:
Yitbarakh v’yishtabbah v’yitpa∙ar v’yitnasseei v’yit.haddar v’yit.alleh v’yit.hallal sh’meih d’kudsha, b’rikh hu, leilla leilla mi-kol birkhata v’shirata tushb’hata v’nehamata da-amiran b’alma, v’imru amen.

Y’hei sh’lama rabba min sh’mayya v’hayyim aleinu v’al kol yisra-el, v’imru amen.

Oseh shalom bi-m’romav hu ya.aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisra-el [v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.
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Melvyn I. Bemel
Donald Bemel
Mae Bemel
Nathan Bemel
Mary Kupetz
Morris Kupetz
Jack Kupetz
Simmie Kupetz
Abraham Kupetz
Zada Shpall
Faga Shpall

Remembered by
Shirley Bemel & Family

Irwin Bendell
Benjamin Bendell
Rose Bendell
Leona Koch
David Koch
Robert Heimowitz
Sydell Heimowitz
Fannie Nash
Barney Nash
Carole Zorfas
Remembered by
Bruce & Jennifer Bendell, Family & Friends

David Berk
Jean Berk
Remembered by
Anita Berk; Nathan, Miriam & Sarah Brizendine

Ruby Berkowitz
Ed Berkowitz
Molly Auerbach
Abe Auerbach
Rose Berkowitz
Morris Berkowitz
Sadie Wunsch
Isidore Wunsch
Stanley Kramer
Dorothy Kramer
Remembered by
Sharon & Larry Berkowitz; Alexandra McKenzie & Henry Berkowitz; Hannah & Ari Perelman

Annette Davidson
Remembered by
Saul Davidson; Beth & Mark Shafter; Shannon & Joshua Berman

Jack Gantz
Sidney Berman
Sarita Dizik Gantz
Remembered by
Elaine, Steve, Seth & Ben Berman

Bernie Bernstein
dubby Bernstein
Joel Bernstein
Ruth Morrison
Bill Morrison
Ann Rudofsky
Al Rudofsky
Abe Perlmutter
Dora Perlmutter
Harry Bernstein
Bessie Bernstein
Dorothy Rosen
Abe Rosen
Nonie Bernstein
Remembered by
Ron & Halye Bernstein & Family

John Boyd
Sophia Kahn
Rae Tashof
Blanche White
Ivan Tashof
Harry Bernton
Rhea Bernton
Dorothy Boyd
Gary Boyd
Joseph Boyd
Margaret Boyd
Brad Gabel
Connie Bernton
Remembered by
Sharon, Tash & Robert Bernton; Lauren Bernton & Josh Sorhagen

Ben Bloom
Esther Bloom
Monroe Frieman
Francine Frieman
Remembered by
David Bloom, Shana Frieman Bloom

Norman Blum
Cece Blum
Remembered by
Ray & Marcia Blum, Rifka Wine & Adrienne Karpen

Zelda Bodenstein
Isaac Bodenstein
Eleanor Glasser
Melvin Glasser
Remembered by
Hope, Mark & Sheri Bodenstein

Harold Lande
Leonard Silverberg
Cecille Silverberg
Israel Lande
Libbie Lande
Percy Effron
Gertrude Effron
Michael Morris
Diane Morris
Norma Lande
Bemie Lande
Sheila Stock
Sol Stock
Pearl Stock
Remembered by
Neil, Beth & Gabrielle Bogan

Samuel Bolshoun
Goldie Bolshoun
Allan Bolshoun
Jack Milstein
Betty Milstein
Tom Milstein
Shirley Witkin
Moe Witkin
Evi Schwartz
Charlotte Radow
Remembered by
The Bolshoun Family

George Booth
Barbara Booth
Tamar Booth
Michael Tayvah
Inbal Kashtan
R. Zalman Schachter-Shalomi
Meir Deschel
Alice Cooper
Remembered by
Stephen Booth-Nadav, Jan Cooper-Nadav

Lazar Borik
Rivkah Boiko (Zack)
Timophey Boiko
Michael Boiko
Shmuel Abramovich
Sarah Abramovich
Natan Abramovich
Maxim Abramovich
Sheina Abramovich
Josef Abramovich
Remembered by
The Borik/Abramovich Family

Gayle Boxer
Ben Boxer
Minnette Boxer
Max Weisblit
Dorothy Weisblit
Darlene S. Schwartz
Remembered by
Alan Boxer, Michael, Caryn, Rachel & Benjamin Boxer; Rick, Marcie, Josh & Kayla Boxer; Jodi, Dan, Jordan & Aaron Dinkin

Joel Bernstein
Abe Perlmutter
Dora Perlmutter
Harry Bernstein
Bessie Bernstein
Bemie Bernstein
dubby Bernstein
Harry Bernstein
Ruth Morrison
Bill Morrison
Lil Berger
Abe Rosen
Austin Koller
Stu Somers
Dorothy Rosen
Bea Perlmutter
Steve Glick
Marilyn Bernstein
Remembered by
Francene Boxer & Family

Gayle Boxer
Max Weisblit
Dorothy Weisblit
Minnette Boxer
Ben Boxer
Joyce Cook Marcks
Florence Gellfand
Morris Gellfand
Leonore Cook
Harold Cook
Robert Cook
Remembered by
Marcie, Rick, Josh and Kayla Boxer
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Harry Friedman
Berdie Friedman
Abe Friedman
Gertrude Friedman
Louis Friedman
Patricia Friedman
Ida Crouch
Ed Crouch
Howard Kane
Belle Kane
Esther Greenfield
Abe Greenfield
Herman L. Greenfield
Dallas Greenfield
Rose Roth
Jack Roth
Phillip Brautman
Evelyn Brautman
Nicholas Brautman
Remembered by
Friedman & Brautman Families

Florence Levine Lane
Philip E. Lane
Alice Janette Breese
Gerald Breese
Brinda Bailey
Remembered by
Paula & Jay Breese

Joe Brenner
Anna Koladicki
Wolf Koladicki
Faye Brenner
Evelyn Miller
Stanley Kessler
Adelaide Kessler
Deborah Mothew
Jack Neustaedter
Ernest Mothew
Remembered by
Ira, Fay, David, Amy,
Samantha & Alexandra
Brenner, Michael, Lisa, Jack
& Samuel Freimann; Jennifer
Brenner, Neil, Joshua and
Anderson Mothew

Marvin Brilliant
Max Brody
Shirley Brody
Helen Ingvoldstad
Etta Brilliant
Betty Kestenbaum
Joseph Kestenbaum
Ruth Dunn
Remembered by
Renee Brilliant & Family

Fanny Buterman
Morris Buterman
Joseph Silver
Etta Brody
Sumner Brody
Alfred Buterman
Bruce Buterman
Jordan Brody
Dr. Norman Buterman
Remembered by
Susan and David Brody

Emil Brooks
Ann Brooks
Abe Pomeranz
Helen Pomeranz
Rose Pomeranz
Libby Rosen
Remembered by
Dan, Carley, Jackson, Zeke &
Dash Brooks

Mary Anne Brooks
Ann Brooks
Emil Brooks
Tillie Brooks
Max Brooks
Ester Katz
Morris Katz
Remembered by
Max Brooks

Ann Katz Brooks
Max Brooks
Emil Brooks
Esther Katz
Abe Pomeranz
Helen Pomeranz
Tauba Pomeranz
Wolf Pomeranz
Rose Pomeranz
Tom Pomeranz
Bessie Mallin
Harry Mallin
Remembered by
The Brooks Family; the Musler
Family; the Pomeranz Family

Marvin Radetsky
Jack Brown
Remembered by
David & Maria Brown

Gary Brown
Dave Smith
Fifie Smith
Bluma Cooper
Sam Cooper
Celia Smith
Samuel Smith
Sol “Lefty” Cooper
Sam “Timmy” Cooper

Anna Goldstein
Remembered by
Sandie Brown, Tammi & Scott
Brown; Amanda & Garen
Fraley

Debra Shatz Bustow
Lynn Pepper Rubin
Ruth Shatz
Abraham Shatz
Jack Bustow
Betty Bustow
Arlene Bustow
Anne Goldberg
Eva Susman
Eloyce Pepper
Morton Pepper
Remembered by
Mallory & Aaron Bustow

Theodore M. Fischel
Sarah Kaltman Cantor
Isidore Spiegel
Sarah Lubelczyk Spiegel
H. B. Cantor
Gertrude Cantor
Billy Billig
Gladys Billig
Sherry Matsil
Remembered by
Victoria & Eric Cantor,
Gabrielle, Jessica & Hannah

Jerry Carr
Irene Carr Lutz
Edward Carr
Minnie Cohen
Louis Cohen
Herb Cohen
Myndel Cohen
Anna Agren
Rose Agren
Ralph Auerbach

Jordon Perlmutter
Remembered by
Barbara Carr

Philip Carroll
Lillian Carroll
Morris Carroll
Esther Carroll
Thomas Sharpe
Margret Sharpe
David Levy
Molly Levy
Remembered by
Edward & Barbara Carroll

Robert Greene
Philip Carroll
Lillian Carroll
Remembered by
Jason, Barbara, Rebecca &
Danielle Carroll

Howard Oringel
Anne Oringel
Max Itzkowitz
Norma Itzkowitz
Adolph Itzkowitz
Isador Oringel
Rebecca Oringel
Ethel Leinen

Remembered by
Bonnie & George Chelwick

Esther Jean Pearlman
Dr. Harry Pearlman
June Cher
Remembered by
David & Laura Cher

Clement Chonchol
Regine Chonchol
Remembered by
Michel, Buffy, Ben & Sara
Chonchol

David Keiser
Lillian Stoms
Ann White
Albert Clayman
Sam Clayman
Rebecca Clayman
Jeanette Nepomnick
Al Nepomnick
Rosalie Libowski
Remembered by
Jeff Clayman & Family
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Lou Coffee
Beverly Coffee
Dorothy Coffee
Charles Coffee
Lil Coffee
Rose Burson Coffee
Ida Coffee
Stuart Coffee
Thelma Coffee
Joe Coffee
Cele Segal
Remembered by
Mel Coffee

Marilyn Cohen
David Cohen
Dave Shafer
Dorothy Shafer
Philip Kerman
Sylvia Kerman
Eugene Kerman
Scott Kerman
Beverly Schwartz
William Schwartz
William Cohen
Rebecca Cohen
Albert Stine
Sara Stine
Remembered by
Albert & Maria Cohen

Helen Slosky
Israel Slosky
Charles Cohen
Sophie Cohen
Shelly Hersh
Ted Shapiro
Kathryn Shapiro
Miriam Slosky
Sig Liberman
David Slosky
Remembered by
Ben & Sandy Cohen

Lois Cohen
Burton Cohen
Rose Cohen
Jerome Cohen
Ida Velick
Jack Velick
Rachel Listzka
Mary Kaplan
Remembered by
Eliza Cohen

Toby Mells
Nathan Mells
Judy Ungerman
Alan Miller
Skip Sigman
Leah Cohen
Elta M. L. Cohen
Julius Cohen
J. A. Sharoff
Ruth Sharoff
Herbert Yean
Shirley Yean
Hime Cohen
Ida Cohen
Sue Miller Cohen
Remembered by
Harold Cohen

Beckie Finkelstein
Izzy Finkelstein
Lillian Fine
Isadore Fine
Louis Fine
Art Fine
Sandra Waldman
Rose Cohen
Ben Cohen
Remembered by
Judy & Harvey Cohen

Joseph Mantel
Alan D. Cohen
Margo Czuckermann
Vilmos Czukermann
Rivka Mantel
Lazor Mantel
Matilda Schwartz
Herman Schwartz
Fanny Cohen
Jacob Cohen
Remembered by
Joel & Goldie Cohen; Rhona Cohen & Hedy Mantel

Ben "Pinney" Cohen
Jennie B. Cohen
Dr. Curt L. Rosenbaum
Margaret Rosenbaum
Gary H. Rosenbaum
Albert A. Rosenbaum
Lucie Daniel
Paul Fink
Heinz Fink
Remembered by
Morey & Evelyn Cohen

Hime Cohen
Ida Cohen
Julius Cohen
Elta M. L. Cohen
Leah Cohen
Leon Zerlang
Asta Zerlang
Poul Zerlang
Erik Zerlang
Elsebeth Zerlang
Synnove Krogness
Martin Haanshuus
Edward I. Cohen
Johan Zerlang
Inger Krogness
Agnete Zerlang
Remembered by
S. Phillip & Agnete Cohen

Alan Cohen, M.D.
Matida Schwartz
Herman Schwartz
Fanny Cohen
Jacob Cohen, M.D.
Betsy Linovitz
Lena Lang
Eileen Greenberger
Eva Fleischer
Alfreda Blank
Ann Schwartz
Lorraine Schwartz
Remembered by
Rhona Cohen

Harry R. Cohen
Marie R. Cohen
Samuel J. Goldenhersh
Frieda L. Goldenhersh
Don Robert Goldenhersh
Minna Alex
Ben Alex
Ida Cohen
Maurice Cohen
Alan Alex
Fanny Lederman
Jake Lederman
Leah Carson
Randall Goldenhersh
Jean Karsh
Bud Karsh
Lois Zuckerman
Danny Zuckerman
Remembered by
Jo Ellen & Steven Cohen

Sophie Mottel
Louis Mottel
Pauline Convissar
Sy Garis
Rita Garis
Anne Brooker
Daniel Brooker
Pauline Brooker
Rebecca Stromer
Lisa Convissar
Remembered by
Barbara, Howard, Allison & Sarah Convissar

Shirlee Bloom Cook
Ruth Nasbarg Bloom
Herman Ben Bloom
Arnold "Augie" Cook
Julie Learner Cook
Esther Learner
Fred Learner
Louis Cook
Susie Cook
Edith Nasbarg
Harold V. Cook
Alexander Nasbarg
Nathan Bloom
Eva Bloom
Sara Nasbarg
Louis Nasbarg
Louis Katz
Ida Katz
Shirley Learner Epcar
Charlene Sachter
Jo Learner Solochoke
Bill Solochoke
A. Sam Bloom
Ruth S. Bloom
Anne Epstein
Bernard Epstein
Steven Epstein
Paul Druker
Marsha Druker
Norman Druker
Susan Pressel

Jordon Perlmutter
Remembered by
Brad Cook; Haley, Reed & Will Powers; Lindsey Cook
Thomas & Ben Thomas

Brad Cook
Haley, Reed & Will Powers; Lindsey Cook
Of Blessed Memory

Jordon Perlmutter
Shirlee Bloom Cook
Julie Leamer Cook
Arnold H. Cook
Anne Goldberg
William Goldberg
Dora Perlmutter
Abe Perlmutter
Fred Leamer
Esther Learner
Louis Cook
Susie Cook
Al Rudofsky
Ann Rudofsky
Bill Morrison
Ruth Morrison
Dubby Bernstein
Bernard Bernstein
Joel Bernstein
Shirley Learner Epcar
Bill Solochek
Jo Learner Solochek
Harold V. Cook
Lynn Rubin
Bill Silverman

Norman Corsun
Norma Young
Remembered by
David Corsun, Cheri Young &
Liam Corsun

Gary Handis
Louis Handis
Bette Dansker
Evelyn Davis
Ralph Davis
Gloria Davis
Norman Weiss
Ruth Weiss
Remembered by
Bonnie & Seth Davis

Herbert Deitsch
Leo Deitsch
Esther Deitsch
Sam Cohen
Rose Cohen
Arnold Cohen
Steven Cohen
Remembered by
Deitsch & Petrie Family

Jeanne Diner
Norbert Goldman
Remembered by
The Diner Family

Pauline Dollin
Harry Dollin
Francis Seamon
Paul Rodensky
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spator
Samuel Spator
Abraham Morris
Katie Morris
Bena Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Pauline Spat
Remembered by

Marvin Goldstein
Rita Goldstein
May Katzberg
Adam Wittels
Alice Eisner
Irving Eisner
  Remembered by
  Steve, Meredith Eisner

Ruth Elsberg
Hymie Elsberg
Harry Elsberg
Milly Elsberg
Anne Elsberg
Ben Rosenberg
Lily Cohen
Jerome Rosenberg
  Remembered by
  Jeri Elsberg

Anna Epstein
Louis Epstein
Morris Epstein
Samuel Epstein
Sarah Supronsky
Phyllis DeLouise
Jack Wichnovitz
Terri Arvidsson
  Remembered by
  Bob & Charlotte Epstein

Elliott Epstein
Aaron Siegler
Anne Siegler
Myer Epstein
Sarah Epstein
Saul Epstein
Ruth Epstein
Fran Filtres
  Remembered by
  Evelyn, Alan, Steven & Susan Epstein

Evelyn Rothstein
Isadore Rothstein
Eileen Ettelman
Roy Ettelman
Adrian Sue Rothstein
Dorothy Bernstein
Sol Bernstein
Tillie (Sebagia) Beitscher
Millie Weiss
Bessie Rothstein
Morris Rothstein
Ed Bernstein
  Remembered by
  Tammy & Erwin Ettelman

Sherman Scheinthal
Doris Feder
Leon Feder
  Remembered by
  Sharon & Robert Feder

Max Shapiro
Leah Shapiro
Sylvia Fink
Hal Fink
Edna Slatcher
Louis Slatcher
Clara Feiler
Moses Jacob Feiler
Bernice Levine
Bob Levine
Robert Fink
Joel Goldstein
Albert Feiler
Phyllis Mitchell
Sally Levy
Brandon Levy
Eunice Feiler
Bernard Feiler
Cynthia Laitman
Molly Laitman
  Remembered by
  Kenneth, Sheryl, Melyssa & Jake Feiler

Nona Feiner
Donald Feiner
Sam Feiner
Ruth Feiner
Ricki Feiner
Harry Hoffman
Lillian Hoffman
Zalben & Feiner Family
Butler & Hoffman Family
  Remembered by
  Jerry Feiner & Family

Salomon Felman
Leon Bitterman
Liza Rudman
Johnny Felman
  Remembered by
  Moe, Liza, David & Daniela Felman

Sam N. Greenstein
Elaine Greenstein
Morris M. Feuer
Anne Feuer
Cheryl Kroner
Dennis Kroner
Paul A. Jacobs
  Remembered by
  Marsha and Jack Feuer

Jack Gunn
Harry Finegold
Stan Finegold
Dorothy Finegold
Florence Schwartz
Jacob Schwartz
Marty Finegold
  Remembered by
  Len, Debra & Arielle Finegold

Erwin Brandt
Minnie T Brandt
Sharon Amov
Leon Amov
Leo Finell
Dora Trachtman
William Trachtman
Harry Lee Cowan
  Remembered by
  David Finell & Corey Brandt-Finell

Flora Hook
Al Finer
Dorothy Finer
Irving Hook
Harry Shaer
Betty Shaer
Lynn Finer Karlson
Surle Goldfogel
Leon Goldfogel
Molly Goldfogel
Samuel Goldfogel
Becky Finer
Joe Finer
Esther Polse
Emil Polse
Harry Feiner
Rose Wosk
Max Wosk
Charles Hook
Gussie Hook
  Remembered by
  Steve, Ellen, Dylan & Josh Finer

Maurice (Muty) Saliman
Paul Fischer
Ida Fischer
Shirley Saliman Baer
  Remembered by
  Pam & Jack Fischer; Halee & Mike Wright; Rob Fischer & Family & Michael Fischer

Alan Fishman
Louis I. Fishman
Marion Copellman Fishman
Grace Brown
Daniel Brown
Sam Kaplan
Esther Kaplan
Belle Franks
Berthoud Sherman
  Remembered by
  Lou Fishman, Betsy Sherman

Linda Kaufman
Jonas Kaufman
Viola Kaufman
B. Miriam Wagner
Victor Fishman
Rafaal Klebe
Lottie Klebe
  Remembered by
  Fishman Families

Leonard Klein
Shirley Klein
Bertha Jacobs
Jessie Blanc
Carl Flaxer
Jessica Gordon
Evelyn Flaxer
Lori Flaxer Kamlet
Elaine Mayerson
Susan Zalke
  Remembered by
  Michael, Sharlyn, Erik & Karen Flaxer

Rebecca Ellis
Philip Ellis
Joseph Getzen
Mildred Getzen
Harry Fleischer
Ina Fleischer
Cy Fleischer
Baila Levin
David Eisenberg
Scott Balogh
H. Carl Butler
  Remembered by
  Sandy & Bernie Fleischer & Family
Of Blessed Memory

Gary Forman
Judy Weinstein
Reuben Forman
Rosalee Forman
Charles Brown
Lorraine Brown
Yetta Forman
Ernest Forman
Mill Golden
Bernie Dwork
Kay Dwork
Margie Levine
Remembered by
Forman & Levine Families

Matylda Frenkel
Sol Frenkel
Arnold Averch
Al Wolf
Ruth Wolf
Katie Smith
Abraham Smith
Trudy Shatzer
Benjamin Averch
Chaya Esther Averch

Doris Averch
Remembered by
Charlene, Mark & Jessica
Frenkel; Josh & Laura Frenkel;
Kayla & Sammy Engelson

Barbara Landow
Sol Landow
Sarah Friedman

Brandon Friedman
Remembered by
Andy, Cari & Ryan Friedman

Michael David Schatz
Remembered by
Michelle, David, Jordan &
Jack Friedman; Gwen & Arnie
Schatz; Linda Schatz; Lisa,
Lexi, Zachary & Kaitlin Schatz

Joseph Gabbay
Ezra Gabbay
Sarah Gabbay
Malika Attia
Avram Attia
Penina Bias
Niam Bias
Anna Tannenbaum
Rubin Tannenbaum
James Glade
Ira Komreich
Florence Margolin
Efraim Margolin
Remembered by
The Gabbay Family

E. Lee Garlett
Rosealice Garlett
Frank C. Garlett
Dayse Q. Garlett
David W. Garlett
Eva Garlett
Etta Mitnick
Max Mitnick
Remembered by
Nina Garlett; Laura Laff

Horace Garlick
Sally Garlick
Barney Berman
Sybil Berman
Erica Bild
Menyn Garlick
Remembered by
Ivor & June Garlick

Carl Goodside
Betty Goodside
Gloria Gault
Isaac Goodside
Gertrude Goodside
Abraham Birnbaum
Fannie Birnbaum
Hyman Grossman
Sara Grossman
Ida Galitzy
Marian P. Gelfand
Jennie Levy
Remembered by
Louis Gelfand

Lisa M. Japha
Gerhart P. Japha
Werner Gross
Lisbeth Gross
Frieda Rocamora
Edwin Rocamora
Elsa V. Japha
Erwin Japha
Ella Gross
Paul Gross
Zach Oman
Marvin Taub
Anthony Japha
Sig Levisohn
Anne Levisohn
Leonard Levisohn
Edith Levisohn
Larry Frazin
Remembered by
Lynn, Bill, Jessica & Alissa
Geller

Shlomo Rais
Rivka Rais
Yehezkel Geller
Lydia Geller
The Officers and Soldiers of
the IDF
Remembered by
Ada and Dr. Reuven Geller

Bermita Archenhold
William Archenhold
Joseph Bloom
Harry Bloom
Victor Bloom
Shirley Bloom
Will Bloom
Matthew Poliakoff
Isadore Gelman
Ida Gelman
Leslie Gelman
Rose Kark
Hyman Kark
Remembered by
Sima & Steve Gelman &
Children

Leon Robbins
Katherine Robbins
Annie Robbins
Keeva Kekst
Hesh Geman
Dorothy Shapiro
Sam Geman
Adeline Geman
David Leibovic
Marianne Leibovic
Joan Kekst
Remembered by
Elin Robbins-Geman, Marc
Geman & Kathryn Leibovic

Charlene G. Schulein
Ben H. Gertz
Clara Gertz
Barry Goldstein
Kalman Gertz
Jeanette N. Schulein
Benjamin M. Schulein, Sr.
Benjamin M. Schulein, Jr.
Selma C. Gusman
Sam Cohen
Dora Cohen
Scott Eisen
Bernice Cohen Eisen
Kevin Bitz
Lawrence Abrams, Sr.

Lois Abrams
Remembered by
David, Bonnie, Joshua &
Evalee Gertz

Grace Wedgle
Isadore Wedgle
Norman Wedgle
Marcos Gesundheit
Florence Gesundheit
Dafna Zamarripa Gesundheit
Avi Gesundheit
Bessie Wedgle
Ellis Wedgle
Ethel Wedgle Schultz
Marvin H. Schultz
Vicki Schultz Rosenthal
Susan Mason
Joseph Wedgle
Lil Wedgle
Esther Wedgle Shur
Henry Shur
Helene Shur Freedman
Issy Freedman
Myles Freedman
Karyn Freedman
Remembered by
David Gesundheit & Honey
Wedgle-Gesundheit
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Dorothy Gibbons
Joe S. Gibbons
Norma O. Shure
Harvey R. Shure
David Ostrow
Hil Tempelhof
Ida Tempelhof
Harry Gibbons
Anna Gibbons
Mark Mendelsberg  
Remembered by  
Brad & Sandra Gibbons

Joe Gibbons
Dorothy Gibbons
Harry Gibbons
Anna Gibbons
Hil Tempelhof
Ida Tempelhof
Mark Mendelsberg  
Remembered by  
Hal Gibbons & Children

Alan Cordover
Erma Cordover Taub
Henry Cordover
Philip Dimond
Pearl Dimond Sturman
Jerome M. Ginsberg
Mitzi Ginsberg
Frank Ginsberg
Leon Margo
Benjamin Taub
Mitchell Margo
Ruth Margo  
Remembered by  
The Ginsberg-Margo Family

Abraham Ginsburg
Audrey Stein
Nathan Stein
Helene Orenstein
Dr. Abraham Orenstein
Robert Orenstein  
Remembered by  
Bob Ginsburg, Arlene Stein
Ginsburg; Adam, Samantha & Zachary Ginsburg

L. Robert Aaron
Irene Goldberg
Harry Goldberg
Sue Davis
Millie Feldman
Rick Marcove
Jane Levy
Ronald Goldberg  
Remembered by  
Mark & Janel Goldberg & Family

Rabbi Daniel Goldberger
David H. Goldberger
Joel Goldberger
Phyllis Kippur
Rabbi Henry Goldberger
Goldie Goldberger
Eva Patinkin
Sam Patinkin
Sheldon Patinkin
Norman Patinkin
Rabbi Manuel Laderman
Bess Laderman
Rabbi Samuel Adelman
Gertrude Adelman
Naomi Edelson
Frieda Zitter  
Remembered by  
Ira Goldberg

Marshall C. West
Morris Catalan
Samuel Goldblatt
Ruth Goldblatt
Nathan A. Fink
Fannie B. Fink
Ira Steven Fink
Paul E. Isaacson
Doris (Dee) Isaacson
William Goldblatt
Helen Goldblatt
Albert Hoffman  
Remembered by  
Norma J. Goldblatt & Family

Arnold “Bud” Goldburg
Alice Levy
Jack H. Levy
John Levy
Hannah Levy
Ruth Goldburg
Louis Goldburg
Hyman Goldburg
Edward Levy
Ruth Wohlauer
Kate Zigmund
Dorinda Levy
Julie Levy
Ann Levy  
Remembered by  
Barbara Goldburg

Irene Goldman
Melvin Goldman
I. L. Goldman
Rose Goldman
Dora Stone
Sam Stone
Esther Astek
Harry Astek
Rose Cohen
Morris Cohen
Pauline Yerys
Max Yerys
Sam Yerys
Ethel Yerys
Ciara Comroe
Harry Comroe
Clair Yerys  
Remembered by  
Natalie & Stephen Goldman

Jerome J. Goldstein
Goldie S. Goldstein
Ida Goldstein
Max Goldstein
Masha Cohen
Joseph Cohen
Craig B. Snyder
Mordecai Goldstein
John S. Etzea
June Goldstein
Ivan Goldstein
Joan Ebel  
Remembered by  
Mark & Barbara Goldstein

Rabbi Daniel Goldberger
David H. Goldberger
Joel Goldberger
Phyllis Kippur
Rabbi Henry Goldberger
Goldie Goldberger
Eva Patinkin
Sam Patinkin
Sheldon Patinkin
Norman Patinkin
Rabbi Manuel Laderman
Bess Laderman
Rabbi Samuel Adelman
Gertrude Adelman
Naomi Edelson
Frieda Zitter  
Remembered by  
Ira Goldberg

Marshall C. West
Morris Catalan
Samuel Goldblatt
Ruth Goldblatt
Nathan A. Fink
Fannie B. Fink
Ira Steven Fink
Paul E. Isaacson
Doris (Dee) Isaacson
William Goldblatt
Helen Goldblatt
Albert Hoffman  
Remembered by  
Norma J. Goldblatt & Family

Arnold “Bud” Goldburg
Alice Levy
Jack H. Levy
John Levy
Hannah Levy
Ruth Goldburg
Louis Goldburg
Hyman Goldburg
Edward Levy
Ruth Wohlauer
Kate Zigmund
Dorinda Levy
Julie Levy
Ann Levy  
Remembered by  
Barbara Goldburg

Irene Goldman
Melvin Goldman
I. L. Goldman
Rose Goldman
Dora Stone
Sam Stone
Esther Astek
Harry Astek
Rose Cohen
Morris Cohen
Pauline Yerys
Max Yerys
Sam Yerys
Ethel Yerys
Ciara Comroe
Harry Comroe
Clair Yerys  
Remembered by  
Natalie & Stephen Goldman

Jerome J. Goldstein
Goldie S. Goldstein
Ida Goldstein
Max Goldstein
Masha Cohen
Joseph Cohen
Craig B. Snyder
Mordecai Goldstein
John S. Etzea
June Goldstein
Ivan Goldstein
Joan Ebel  
Remembered by  
Mark & Barbara Goldstein
Of Blessed Memory

Martin Goldstein
Leslie Ann Fishbein
Lena Boelin
Hyman Boelin
Sara Rich Hershkovitz
Rebecca Rich
Charles Rich
Samuel Joseph Goldstein
Anna E. Goldstein
Ronald Mark Goldstein
Pauline Goldstein
Mildred Goldstein
Arthur Goldstein
Dorothy Suson
Albert Rich
Milton Rich
Janice Rich Miller
William (Vavee) Suson
Harriet Suson
Dorothy Goldstein
Genevieve Rich
Betty Rich
Alice Bernstein
Marilyn Rich
Leonard Rich
Ben Goldstein
Irwin Suson
Norman Bernstein
Remembered by
Eileen & Charles Goldstein
Sam Lazer
Ida Lazer
Sam "Zalick" Handler
Jeannette Lazer Handler
Barbara Handler Silverman
Marshall L. Silverman
Minnie Lazer Friedman
Eddie Friedman
Remembered by
Sherri, Blake & Seth Goldstein; Michelle Silverman; Lori Hurley
Lois Goldstein
Sherman Goldstein
Bessie Goldstein
Hymar Goldstein
Esther Klein
Jacob Klein
Samuel Klein
Marvin Leff
Michael Leff
Edward Leff
Fanny Leff
Edward Speyer
Lillian Speyer
Curtis Cole
Jerry Leff
Leonard Leff
Remembered by
Steve & Linda Goldstein
Carl Goodside
Betty Goodside
Pearl Halper
Abraham Bimbaut
Fannie Bimbaut
Isaac Goodside
Gertrude Goodside
Harold Steinberg
Beatrice Pomerantz
Remembered by
Ettie & Mark Goodside
Samuel Gorgon
Diana Gordon
Esther Eisman
Remembered by
Jerry Gordon
Jerry Gordon
Jack Grazi
Adelle Grazi
Sol J. Grazi
Leon Kanowitz
Ray Kanowitz
Elizabeth Grazi
Michael Morris
Diane Morris
Doris Eisman
Ann Grazi
Sid Grazi
Ruth Toltz
Remembered by
Adele Gordon
Samuel Gorgon
Diana Gordon
Esther Eisman
Remembered by
Jerry Gordon
Ruth Nevin Maltzman
Marshall Joseph Maltzman
Remembered by
Susan & Larry Gordon
Edward Haligman
Hilda Goss
Leonard Goss
Sam Pepper
Sara Pepper
Ida Haligman
Max Haligman
Sam Goss
Rochelle Goss
Ema Baris
Sam Baris
Ira Cohen
Remembered by
Ron, Mimi, Alyssa, & Sam Goss; Danielle & Jeremy Berman
Peter Tell
Sophie Long
Dora Tell
O. David Tell
Norman Tell
Jeanne Tell
Beulah Rothman
Ruth Barry
Remembered by
Shoshana Tell, David Tell & David Gottlieb
Ellen Goetz de Kaufmann
Hans Kaufmann
Manfred Kaufmann
Esther Kaufmann
Anat Kaufmann
Elsa Kaufmann
Max Kaufmann
Rodolfo May
Lucia May
Francisco May
Gabriela May
Sofia Faust-Sternschus
Martha Licht de Goetz
Isidor Goetz
Herbert Goetz
Lilly Silberstein
Oscar Goetz
Rudi Goetz
Carola Goetz
Barbara Barlev
Hans Koehler
Margot Koehler
Leo Silberstein
Margenta Silberstein
Hans Silberstein
Ulla Silberstein
Anneliese Grauer
Frank Herbert Engel
Renate Goetz de Engel
Lilly Gottlieb
Zigmunt Gottlieb
Pepa Weisberg Gottlieb
Emil Gottlieb
Amalia Gottlieb
Sara Horowitz
Asher Horowitz
Naftali Horowitz
Chana Kanfer
Alexander Kanfer
Michael Kanfer
Gitel Kanfer
Herman Zahler
Jane Zahler
Jaques Con
Lien Con
Elsa Con
Joe Rosen
Lala Rosen
Herb Packer
Frances Packer
Edward Harvitt
Minna Gellerstein Bar-on
Eytan Dekalo
Sue Indick
Joe Indick
Ari Orlando Alire
Naftali Suchar
Noa Blass
Steve Engel
Larry Austin
Peter Tell
Remembered by
Gabriela & Peter Gottlieb
Morris Gottlieb
Virginia Gottlieb
Charles Gottlieb
Bella Gottlieb
Ken Dealy
Mary Urich
Barbara Dealy
Remembered by
Tony, Katy & Aaron Gottlieb
Sidney Grazi
Ann Grazi
David Griger
Mary Griger
Jack Grazi
Adelle Grazi
Ray Kanowitz
Leon Kanowitz
Jerome Gordon
Remembered by
Jeff & Marti Grazi
Phyllis Green
Sol Green
Rose Green
Irving Green
Joseph Green
Eve Litten
Neil Litten
Sam Litten
Morris Rothstein
Belle Rothstein
Eugene Rothstein
Myrna Snyder
Eli Snyder
Lillian Snyder
Remembered by
Robert & Susan Green
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Jeannie Finclair
Abraham Goldberg
Dora Goldberg
Maurice Green
Dorothy Green
Samuel Green
Helen Green
Irving Hopmeier
Lena Hopmeier
Paul Kramer
Rosalind Hopmeier Kramer
Sonia Kramer
Lawrence Kramer
Beatrice Richman
Nathan Richmond
Benjamin Kramer
Remembered by
Sam & Rachel Green
Joseph Naiman
Frank Shidler
Doris Shidler
Zaille Shidler
Samuel Greenberg
Mollie Greenberg
Arlene Fishman
Remembered by
Blanche & Gerald Greenberg
Joseph Powers
Helen Powers
Linda Powers
Phyllis Phillips
Remembered by
Josh & Adriane Greenberg
Jack J. Greenberg
Anne Greenberg
Usher Selig Greenberg
Stephen Wolfson
Jeffrey Bender
Sam Fliegel
David Fliegel
Rachel Fliegel
Gilbert Dosik
Vivian Wolfson
Jack Bender
Howard Bender
Dorothy Bender
Ida Dosik
Abraham Dosik
Stanley Bender
Sondra D. Bender
Remembered by
Richard, Eileen, Rachael &
Daniel Greenberg; Joshua &
Adriane Greenberg

Louise Greengard
Charles Greengard
Bernard Bernstein
Remembered by
Tom & Alison Greengard
Ruth Barkan
Louis Barkan
Lucy Greenstein
Jesse Greenstein
Rose Baskin
Remembered by
Mike & Harriet Greenstein;
Gail Kroitz & Jeff Greenstein;
& Alison Greenstein
Shoshana Giat
Shalom Giat
Yihye Giat
Remembered by
Sherry Grinstein
Yaakov ‘Koby’ Gruenwald
Jacob Korngold
Rebecca Korngold
Mendel Korngold
Howard Sasson
Margaret Sasson
Eli Sasson
Alice Gruenwald
Ernesto Gruenwald
Pauline Schonfeld
Manny Schonfeld
Susi Landman
Marcos Landman
Remembered by
Rabbi Solomon & Melanie
Gruenwald
Alex Gruskin
Freida Klahr
Fred Klahr
Gary Peter Klahr
Remembered by
Mark, Betty, & Yoni Gruskin, &
Rachel Lutz
Jacob Bachove
Betty Bachove
Fania Grynberg
Solomon Grynberg
Avigdor Grynberg
Lutka Grynberg
Alexander Ramati
Ethel Gushner
Albert Gushner
Sonia Grunberg
Rebecca Rosenblum
Samuel Rosenblum
Louis Bachove
Lazar Polonsky
Molly Rosenblum
Remembered by
Celeste & Jack Gryngberg &
Family
Catherine Perel
Robert Dorwin
Janet Dorwin
Jack Dorwin
Remembered by
Miriam Gryngberg
Frank F Guber
Celia Elsie Guber
Albert Kramish
Morris Kramish
David Kramish
Faye Guber
Charles Guber
Art Kramish
Doris Kramish
Remembered by
Myles Guber & Debbie Bishop
Irving Gutfreund
Beatrice Gutfreund
Carol Gutfreund
Salo Gutfreund
Regina Gutfreund
Schachna Gutfreund
Max Laster
Perry Laster
Remembered by
Jeff & David Gutfreund
Edward Haligman
Max Haligman
Ida Haligman
Bernard Haligman
Sam M. Pepper
Sara Belle Pepper
Max Potashnik
Dora Potashnik
Irene Geller
Toba Pepper
Isaac Pepper
Remembered by
Elka Haligman

Sherwin H. Malt
Nat Malt
Ruth Malt
Anita Medalie
Herschel Medalie
E. Maureen Hall
Robert E. Hall Sr.
Mary Ellen Ramsayer
Remembered by
Bob, Rachel, Jayden, Avery &
Sydney Hall
Bemard Ashkanazi
Bemice Ashkanazi
Richard Aaron Hankin
Harriet Hankin
Danielle Sivan Heyman
Jack Tecklin
Libbie Tecklin
Gershon Ashkanazi
Mollie Ashkanazi
Meyer Lettas
Helen Lettas
Louis Hankin
Ida Hankin Reed
Remembered by
Gail Ashkanazi-Hankin & Larry
Hankin
Arnold Averch
Doris Averch
Abraham Smith
Katie Smith
Gertrude Shatzer
Abraham Wolf
Ruth Wolf
Benjamin Averch
Chaya Esther Averch
Remembered by
Bonnie, Larry, Aaron, Tracy &
Olive; Ben, Lucas & Isabelle
Hanson & Katie & Nick Alden
Ruth Wolf
Abraham Wolf
Miriam Hartzman
Harry Hartzman
Doris Averch
Beatrice Greenstein-Wolf
Evie Melnick
Katie Smith
Abraham Smith
Beila Wolf
Tzvi Wolf
Remembered by
Beverly & Paul Hartzman
Of Blessed Memory

Marvin Udevitz
Jay Udevitz
Edith Udevitz
Hyman Dveirin
Jane Dveirin
Helen Werthan
Norman Udevitz
Shirley King

Remembered by
Marc & Lynn Harvey & Family

Chil Barbinel
Tauba Barbinel
Joel D. Barbinel

Remembered by
The HEA Family

Sima Apsit
Linda Heifets
Jimmy Tanabe
Mary Tanabe
Leonid Heifets

Remembered by
Herman, Sarah & Abby Heifets

Alfred Held
Kenneth Meer
Yvette Held
Eddie Penn
Lillian Penn
Ethel Meer
Bert Meer
Albert Camins
Phyllis Kippur
Jeffrey Hertz

Selma Kreitman
Remembered by
Audrey Held & Family

Jules Ornstein
Sheila Hopkins

Remembered by
David and Paula Heller and Family

Isaac Heller
Gregg Mitchell Heller
Ben Heller
Goldie Heller
William (Bill) Shur
Fannie Shur

Remembered by
Lolo Heller

Jeffrey Alan Hertz
Rudy Hertz
Lillian Hertz Katz
Jerome Ephraim
Muriel Ephraim
Louis Katz
Jeannette Hertz
David Merbelstein
Gladys Merbelstein
Phyllis M. Kippur
Burt Tanenbaum
Mille Tanenbaum
Jerry Olesh
Carol J. Hertz

Remembered by
Mt & Mrs Sanford B. Hertz,
Children & Grandchildren

Philip Hivitz
Philip Mankoff
Irene Mankoff
Harold Mankoff
Remembered by
Joni Hivitz; Joey & Lynette
Simon; Mark & Heidi
Leachman; Brent & Jennifer
Hivitz; Grandchildren of Phil
Hivitz

Pearl S. Pearl
Irving Pearl
Elizabeth Hochstadt
William Hochstadt
Arden L. Pearl
Sheila M. Ginsburg
Helene Z. Pearl
Muriel F. Hochstadt
Bundy Hochstadt
Max Sass
Patty Seifert
Grandparents Pearl
Grandparents Steinberg
Grandparents Hochstadt
Grandparents Farkas

Remembered by
Sue & Jordan Hochstadt

William H Hochstadt
Elizabeth Hochstadt
Richard S Saliman
Evelyn G Saliman
Grandparents’ Saliman,
Gilman, Farkas & Hochstadt

Remembered by
Diane & Robert Hochstadt

Abraham Forman
Sophie Forman
David Forman
Shirley Forman
Anna Forman
Jerry Forman

Remembered by
Renee Hodges

Leland S Huttner
Marilyn Huttner
Sarah Huttner
Max Huttner
Walt Huttner
Gene Goorman
Vera Goorman
Gary Goorman
Shelly Goorman
Chester Goorman
Flora Shapiro
Harry Shapiro
Gordon Friednash
Jack Weiss
Eloise Pepper
Ruth Weiss

Remembered by
Mark, Cathy, Farrel & Hannah
Huttner

Otto Isler
Margaret Isler
Eleanor Isler

Remembered by
Mani Isler, Lori Aron & Dylan
Aron; Jerry & Gussie Isler

Leonard Isser
Mary Rose Jacobs
Gus Jacobs
Dorice Jacobs
Sarah Isser

Max Isser

Remembered by
Sandra Isser

Paul A. Jacobs
Elaine Greenstein
Sam N. Greenstein
Sarah Jacobs

Samuel Jacobs

Susan Frimet

Remembered by
Wendy, Steven, Eli & Isaac
Jacobs

Goldye Jacobs
Sidney Jacobs
John Greifzu
Doris Greifzu
Michael Jacobs
Sophie Jacobs
Ben Mandelbaum
Alice Mandelbaum
Johnette Greifzu
Thelma Wexler

Remembered by
Donald N. Jacobs

Arthur A. Frimet
Paul A. Jacobs
Jeffrey Frimet
Rose Sokolow
Frank Sokolow
Goldie Frimet
Louis Frimet
Elaine Greenstein
Sam N. Greenstein
Sarah Jacobs

Susan Frimet

Remembered by
Wendy, Steven, Eli & Isaac
Jacobs

Gladys Lavenhar
Arthur Lavenhar
Milton Jacobson

Bertha Jacobson Oberndorf

Remembered by
Jim, Jan, Josh & Jessie
Jacobson

Lisa M. Japha
Gerhart P. Japha
Tony Japha
L. Curt Levisohn
Ilene Bailey
Dora Levisohn
Leonard W. Levisohn
Edith Levisohn
Wemer Gross
Lizbeth Gross
Sig Levisohn
Anne Levisohn

Etta Japha

Remembered by
Dan & Angela Japha

Paul Jacobs

Remembered by
Craig, Amy, Sophia & Peyton
Jacobs
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Alex Englander
Annette Englander
Sarah Friedman
Abba Friedman
Mor Englander
Regina Englander
Lillian Bruck
Arno Bruck
Jack Friedman
Bertha Friedman
Erwin Friedman
Calman Friedman
Pincus Friedman
Teddy Weiss
Jean Weiss
Evelyn Moss
Henry Moss
Arnold Feinglas
Marcie Feinglas
Morris Friedman
Phyllis Friedman
Remembered by
Sandra Jeffery
Morton M. Pepper
Eloise Pepper
Rose Pepper
Joseph E. Pepper
Alfred Karchmer
Eva Susman
Al Susman
Lynn Pepper Rubin
Peggy Schrier
Dr. Stanley Schrier
Joyce Sachter
Remembered by
Sharon & Scott Jerwick; Andrea, Zach, Brooke, Jacob Fargo

Rose Pluss
Sharon Zuckerman
Ruth Totlz
Gerald Lande
Remembered by
Jewish Family Service of Colorado
Harold “Hershy” Kadovitz
Harriet Kadovitz
Tillie Kadovitz
Samuel Kadovitz
Meyer Persow
Mollie Persow
Loretta Tessler
Joan Kadovitz
Dena Yosfan
JoAnn Turner
Julie Lookholder
Remembered by
Sheri, Betty & Michael Kadovitz

Harry Kalat
Molly Kalat
Ira Kalat
Max Gang
Minnie Gang
Irrving Cohen
Rose Cohen
Remembered by
Linda, Stephen, Harris, Molly & Michael Kalat

Anne Levisohn
Sig Levisohn
Steven Kamlet
Lori Kamlet
Ethel Hayutin
Irwin Hayutin
Mary Barter
Sam Barter
Bertha Kamlet
John Kamlet
Dora Levisohn
Albert Levisohn
Remembered by
Suzie & Daniel Kamlet

John Kamlet
Birdie Kamlet
Isaac Kamlet
Anna Kamlet
Steven Kamlet
Lori Flaxer Kamlet
Herbert L. Kamlet
Ilene Kamlet
Sam Kamlet
Irwin Hayutin
Ethel Hayutin
Max Hayutin
Flora Hayutin
Sam Cohen
Belle Cohen
Sam Geller
Lena Geller
Joe Bernstein
Remembered by
Louan & Stanley Kamlet

Zita Zimmerman Ganick
Irwin H. Ganick
Ethel Kaplan
John Ganick
Dr. Max Kaplan
Henry Samuel Levinson
Shari Ganick Savitch
Michael Savitch
Winnie Ganick Fishman
Jerome S. Solomon
Remembered by
David & Doris Kaplan

Paul Weiner
Lola Weiner
Valerie Klurman
David Kaplan
Ellis Kaplan
Janet Kaplan
Pat Lasky
Manny Lasky
Milton Green
Gertie Green
Remembered by
Joe & Rhoda Kaplan

Isaac Gabriel Kaplan
Agnes Kaplan
Albert Kaplan
Bess Kaplan
Russell Brock
Betty Brock Kantor
Samuel Kantor
Lena Greenkey
Ben Wilesky
Remembered by
Sharon & Stan Kaplan

Charles Karowsky
Ida Karowsky
Ruth Zack
Sam Zack
Remembered by
Lynn & Bev Karowski

Frances Karp
Leon Karp
Tom Karp
Remembered by
Fred Karp, Judy Wilner & Shai Karp

Henry Karsh
Ellen Karsh
Lazar Karsh
Shavel Karsh
Ryvka Karsh
Moishe Karsh
Asher Waisblat
Sara Waisblat
Baruch Waisblat
Genya Markman
Zeve Markman
Rami Sharon
Hanna Cohen
Harry Cohen
Charles Cohen
Ronny Cohen
Jack Borsuk

Etta Kasten
Alexander Kasten
Jaye Gottlieb
Joseph Gottlieb
Mimi Rice
Remembered by
Gerald & Hermine Kasten; Mallary & John Murtha; Loryn Kasten & Duke Dukei; Jason, Ainley, Ethan & Gabe Gusaas

Dorothy Strear Goodstein
Julius Goodstein
Milton H. Katz
Ruth Katz
Sophie Strear
Morris Strear
Edwin Weisberg
Reve Weisberg
Samuel Garber
Bessie Garber
Julius Rodenstein
Remembered by
Susan & Jerry Katz

Steven Kay
William Kay
Bette Kay
Sylvia Hausman
George Hausman
Richard Hausman
Amy Braver
Martin Braver
Neal Braver
Martin Goldenberg
Elaine Goldenberg
Ronny Kauffman

Richy Kauffman
Remembered by
Jo Ann, Jonathan, Molly, Kevin, Molly, Brian & Sharon Kay

Harry Kalat
Molly Kalat
Ira Kalat
Max Gang
Minnie Gang
Irrving Cohen
Rose Cohen
Remembered by
Linda, Stephen, Harris, Molly & Michael Kalat

Anne Levisohn
Sig Levisohn
Steven Kamlet
Lori Kamlet
Ethel Hayutin
Irwin Hayutin
Mary Barter
Sam Barter
Bertha Kamlet
John Kamlet
Dora Levisohn
Albert Levisohn
Remembered by
Suzie & Daniel Kamlet

John Kamlet
Birdie Kamlet
Isaac Kamlet
Anna Kamlet
Steven Kamlet
Lori Flaxer Kamlet
Herbert L. Kamlet
Ilene Kamlet
Sam Kamlet
Irwin Hayutin
Ethel Hayutin
Max Hayutin
Flora Hayutin
Sam Cohen
Belle Cohen
Sam Geller
Lena Geller
Joe Bernstein
Remembered by
Louan & Stanley Kamlet

Zita Zimmerman Ganick
Irwin H. Ganick
Ethel Kaplan
John Ganick
Dr. Max Kaplan
Henry Samuel Levinson
Shari Ganick Savitch
Michael Savitch
Winnie Ganick Fishman
Jerome S. Solomon
Remembered by
David & Doris Kaplan

Paul Weiner
Lola Weiner
Valerie Klurman
David Kaplan
Ellis Kaplan
Janet Kaplan
Pat Lasky
Manny Lasky
Milton Green
Gertie Green
Remembered by
Joe & Rhoda Kaplan

Isaac Gabriel Kaplan
Agnes Kaplan
Albert Kaplan
Bess Kaplan
Russell Brock
Betty Brock Kantor
Samuel Kantor
Lena Greenkey
Ben Wilesky
Remembered by
Sharon & Stan Kaplan

Charles Karowsky
Ida Karowsky
Ruth Zack
Sam Zack
Remembered by
Lynn & Bev Karowski

Frances Karp
Leon Karp
Tom Karp
Remembered by
Fred Karp, Judy Wilner & Shai Karp

Henry Karsh
Ellen Karsh
Lazar Karsh
Shavel Karsh
Ryvka Karsh
Moishe Karsh
Asher Waisblat
Sara Waisblat
Baruch Waisblat
Genya Markman
Zeve Markman
Rami Sharon
Hanna Cohen
Harry Cohen
Charles Cohen
Ronny Cohen
Jack Borsuk

Etta Kasten
Alexander Kasten
Jaye Gottlieb
Joseph Gottlieb
Mimi Rice
Remembered by
Gerald & Hermine Kasten; Mallary & John Murtha; Loryn Kasten & Duke Dukei; Jason, Ainley, Ethan & Gabe Gusaas

Dorothy Strear Goodstein
Julius Goodstein
Milton H. Katz
Ruth Katz
Sophie Strear
Morris Strear
Edwin Weisberg
Reve Weisberg
Samuel Garber
Bessie Garber
Julius Rodenstein
Remembered by
Susan & Jerry Katz

Steven Kay
William Kay
Bette Kay
Sylvia Hausman
George Hausman
Richard Hausman
Amy Braver
Martin Braver
Neal Braver
Martin Goldenberg
Elaine Goldenberg
Ronny Kauffman

Richy Kauffman
Remembered by
Jo Ann, Jonathan, Molly, Kevin, Molly, Brian & Sharon Kay
Of Blessed Memory

Pauline Kay
Harold Kay
Rose Vicksman
Joe Vicksman
Jennie Kantrowitz
Sam Kantrowitz
Elyce Tittman
Joseph Tittman
Harry Zelingar
David W. Garlett
Miriam Garlett
Bonnie Rothberg
Nancy Finger
Barbara Okner
Adrian Okner
Randi Okner
Walter Degginger
Walter Degginger Jr.
Jerry Rothberg
Eloise Fortune Degginger
Remembered by
Lenny & Judy Kay; Shelly & Mike Seeb
Joseph Davidson
Bessie Davidson
Shirley Davidson
Donald Davidson
Bernice Glossman
Samuel Glossman
Irving Winston
Gussie Greenstein
Isadore Greenstein
George Sukin
Goldie Sukin
Gertrude Kaye
Philip Kaye
George Weingarden
Ronald Kaye
Jerry Kaye
Remembered by
Rabbi Jeff, Rhonda, Ilan, Doniel, Asher & Avi Kaye
Samuel Goldhammer
Frances Goldhammer
Abe A. Kerstein
Bertha Kerstein
Remembered by
JoAnn & Howard Kerstein
Jerry Kessel
Albert J. Strouts
Helen I. Strouts
Sheldon R. Strouts
Steven P. Strouts
Joyce M. Barkley
Struzowsky Family
Joseph Kessel
Ruth Kessel Guilkin
Elizabeth Latts
Dr. Sander Latts
Bill Pfieiderer
Beloved Grandparents
Remembered by
Gail Kessel & Family
Sylvia L. Kirshenbaum
Isidore Kirshenbaum
Sidney L. Adelson
Zella M. Adelson
Steven A. Kirshenbaum
Herbert Shapiro
Remembered by
Joan & Jerry Kirshenbaum; Susan & Andrew Silver
Norman Kirshner
Beatrice Tracer
Oscar Tracer
Marya Kirshner
Remembered by
David & Abby Tracer; Naomi Kirshner; Marya & Michael Wallen
Moshe Gendelev
Luba Gendelev
Vladimir Klebanov
Remembered by
Irina Klebanov & Raphael Klebanov
Art Kleinstein
Joseph Kleinstein
Luba Kleinstein
Yetie Solsberg
William Solsberg
Stan Lerner
Michael Glazer
Peter Grunwald
Sam Chirol
Sura Chirol
Libby Kane
Les Kane
Robert Holt
Daniel Zoltec
Saba Friede
Albert State
Charles Carroll
David Fletcher
Alina Rubinoff
Colin Krivv
Esther Ankeles
Remembered by
Joanne, Jared, Shane & Mitchell Kleinstein; Lauren Rose
Adina Shira Kletter
Ben Tzion Kletter
Rachel Kletter
Paul Schiffer
Celia Schiffer
Chaim Kletter
Nechama Kraus
Remembered by
Esther & David Kletter
Annette Davidson
Joel Kline
Leonard Kline
Robertta Kline
Remembered by
Evan & Ellen Kline
Bobby Rosen
Myrna Rosen
Randi Wolfson
Louis Hoffberg
Helen Hoffberg
Leonard Sachs
Sam Knaster
Estelle Knaster
Sally Fried
Dorothy Freidenson
Rhoda Hoffberg
Louis "Boots" Litvin
Ethel Litvin
Mark Litvin
Sam Kornblatt
Minnie Kornblatt
David Kornblatt
Sara Rosen
Max Rosen
Tony "Moses" Freidenson
Irwin Hoffberg
Remembered by
Mindy & Barry Knaster & Family
Melvin Stanley Aronoff
Remembered by
Rozanne Aronoff Kobey; David & Mark Kobey
Richard Pagano
Annette Pagano
Emil Pagano
Kathryn Schreck
Norman Schreck
Pearl Schreck
Jacques ben Victoria
Remembered by
Rebekah & Liron Kochavi
Edwin H. Kornfeld
Remembered by
Tom, Sara, Miri, Nomi, Yael & David Kornfeld
Ben Kreitman
Max Kreitman
Yetta Kreitman
Rose Sanders
Martin Sanders
Jean Kann
Pearl Goldie
Jerry Goldie
Selma Kreitman
Jill Kreitman
Remembered by
Larry, Sue, Rosie & Hannah Kreitman
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Harold P. Levin
Earl A. Krivel
Rachelle Krivel
Betty Levin
Cheryl R. Krivel
Remembered by
Elice, Mark, Sarah & Amy Krivel
Katie Singer
Hyman Singer
Dan Guriian
Dora Guriian
Sally Kroivitz
Abe Kroivitz
Shimon Kroivitz
Lieber Kroivitz
Marilyn Blunt
Remembered by
Robert & Shelley Kroivitz
Ralph Tabak
Jeanne Tabak
Dennis Rose
Nancy Neusteter
James Kurowski
Remembered by
Bettina Kurowski
Robert (Budsy) Klausner
Charlyn (Ketsie) Klausner
Jules Kutner
Anita J. Kutner
Sonia Dunevitz
W. J. Dunevitz
Esther Klausner
Morris Klausner
Anne Debber
Elizabeth Kutner Kallet
Freda Marcus
Nathan Marcus
Leon Kutner
Irving Zigmond
Remembered by
Lee, Cynthia, Justin, Alyssa & Mia Kutner
Gerald Neiman
Howard Kutzer
Remembered by
Art and Cheryl Kutzer & Family
Rabbi Paul S. Laderman
Rabbi Manuel Laderman
Bess Laderman
Isaac Jackson
Tirzah Jackson Elizur
Remembered by
Dr. Shula Laderman
Alan Laff
E. Lee Garlett
Rosealice Garlett
Seymour Laff
Herman Laff
Rose Laff
Jess Kortz
Rose Kortz
Remembered by
Laura Laff
Linda Maddux Lake
Pinney Cohen
Jennie Cohen
Dr. Curt Rosenbaum
Dr. Margaret Rosenbaum
Paul Fink
Lucie Daniel
Remembered by
Josh, Debi & Micah Lake
Lena Burg
Morris (Tony) Burg
Philip H. Burg
Ann Lampert
Ben Lampert
Herbert Schiff
Celia Schiff
Elmer Burg
Harvey (Dick) Burg
Jessie Brier Rogoff
Florence Bilett
William Bilett
Jennie Burg
Philip Biletsky
Vera Biletsky
Terry Ruth Bilett
Phyllis Frank
Alan Wandel
Goldye Weinberg
Rosealice Garlett
Dr. E. Lee Garlett
Joseph Bilett
Remembered by
Raeann & Ed Lampert & Family
Manfred Meir Segal
Joseph Abraham Ohayon
Claire Orah Ohayon
Arnon Segal
Erna Esther Segal
Sol Hattem
Albert Lansky
Norma Lansky
Rachel Hattem
Remembered by
Brigitte Segal & Gregory Lansky
Gary P. Field
Brian H. Lansky
Carol H. Resnick
Jack Weinberger
Evelyn Lansky
Herman Lansky
Alice G. Weinberger
Ken Pocrass
Delane Lipka
Remembered by
Larry & Myra Lansky
Henrietta Moed Ravdin
Joseph Waites Ravdin
Judith Elise Ravdin
Fred Ravdin
Yetta Zlata Ravdin
Lillian Ravdin Zeller
Ruby-Mae Ravdin Harris
Bessie Turschwel
Marilyn Merrill Berkowitz
Alex Moed
Bernard Moed
Erna Moed
Erling Olai Laurvik
Astrid Marie Laurvik
Remembered by
Laurvik Family (Ted, Marci, Erik & Ilana)
Martin Lazear
Florence Lazear
Martin Kaufher
Edith Kaufher
Joel Kaufher
Benson Wolman
Lee Firestein
Joseph Kaufherr
Betty Kaufherr
Hannalore Kaufherr
Remembered by
Ken, Shelley, Alex and Jacob Lazear
Leonard Klein
Shirley Klein
Max Leder
Remembered by
Robert & Arlene Leder & Family
Marvin Leff
Michael Leff
Lillian Speyer
Edward Speyer
Edward Leff
Fannie Esther Leff
Leonard Leff
Charles J. Leff
Curtis Cole
Anna Rosen Wax
Remembered by
Shirley Leff
Gerald Leiser
Clara Rifkin
Sam Rifkin
Alice Gordon
William Gordon
Eva Mae Rosen
Nate Leiser
Philip Newman
Leah Newman
Remembered by
Shelley Leiser
Sarah Levin
Murray J. Levin
Stewart Levin
Philip Goldenberg
Belle Goldenberg
Ruth Rosenberg
Carol Randel
John Carter
Remembered by
Dawn Michele Levin & Family
Francine Oleck
Marsha Rosenberg
Mildred Siegel
Max Siegel
Hilda Oleck
Maury Oleck
Harold F. Oleck
Robert Ezarsky
Gladys Randell
Remembered by
Casey Levine
Marvin Leff
Michael Leff
Lillian Speyer
Edward Speyer
Edward Leff
Fannie Esther Leff
Leonard Leff
Charles J. Leff
Curtis Cole
Anna Rosen Wax
Remembered by
Shirley Leff
Gerald Leiser
Clara Rifkin
Sam Rifkin
Alice Gordon
William Gordon
Eva Mae Rosen
Nate Leiser
Philip Newman
Leah Newman
Remembered by
Shelley Leiser
Sarah Levin
Murray J. Levin
Stewart Levin
Philip Goldenberg
Belle Goldenberg
Ruth Rosenberg
Carol Randel
John Carter
Remembered by
Dawn Michele Levin & Family
Francine Oleck
Marsha Rosenberg
Mildred Siegel
Max Siegel
Hilda Oleck
Maury Oleck
Harold F. Oleck
Robert Ezarsky
Gladys Randell
Remembered by
Casey Levine
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Sidney Friefeld
Ethel Friefeld
Nathan Friefeld
Edith Friefeld
Fanny Friefeld
Benjamin Friefeld
Leonard Levisohn
Edith Levisohn
Sig Levisohn
Ann Levisohn
Lee Japha
Jerri Japha
Curt Levisohn
Dora Levisohn
Albert Levisohn
Julius Blumenthal
Selma Blumenthal

Remembered by
Ruth & Paul Levisohn

Adrian Levy
Lillian Levy
Micha Dinay
Andrew Gallow
Graham Gallow

Amalia Dinay

Remembered by
Alex, Jill, Daniel & Joshua Levy

David H. Lichter
Sheila Carle Lichter
Jacob Carle
Miriam Carle
Morris Lichter
Sarah Lichter
Herbert Carle
Zella Carle Kier
Matilda Lichter Gellis
Dorothy Lichter Schwartz

Remembered by
Kathi Lichter

Marcia Light
Betty Light

Remembered by
Brandon, Elena, Mason & Jake Light

Daniel Likoff
Helene Likoff
William Schwartz
Lillian Schwartz

Remembered by
Bruce, Barbara, Amy Likoff; Dan, Liam & Audrey Hemmati

Bernard Gamerman
Lesley Gamerman Dunie
Sidney Linas
Hannah Linas
Saul Linas
Gustav Leibowitz
Molly Leibowitz
Abraham Kahn
Sadie Kahn
Jacob Gamerman
Lillian Gamerman
Tillie Gamerman
Gertrude Gamerman
Benjamin Linas
Jenny Linas
David Himmelfarb
Bertha Himmelfarb
Elinore Kaplan
Eileen Kaplan
Yale Friedlander
Shirley Friedlander
Sherrie D. Randel

Remembered by
Stuart & Trudi Linas

Alan Lottner
Esther Linkow
Edward Linkow
Morris Cohen
Stan Cohen
Bryn Linkow
Annette Weinberg
Friedman Weinberg
Joseph Bain
Manya Bain

Remembered by
Dr. Ronald & Andy Linkow

Donald S. List
Gertrude List
Barry List
Evelyn Cohen
David Cohen
Louis Wilans
Lillian Wilans

Remembered by
Steven, Bonnie, Dylan & Lindsay List

Leonard Litvak
Rachel (Rose) Litvak
Hyman Litvak
Nat Gilman
Gussie (Goldie) Gilman
Joseph Latanik
Mary Latanik
Ruth Revard

Remembered by
Sylvia Litvak & Family

Mark Litvin
Louis "Boots" Litvin
Ethel Litvin
Bette Kaplan
Benny Goldfogel
Norman Resnick
Isidor Kahn
Feodora Kahn
Sydney Resnick
Frances Resnick

Remembered by
Benjamin, Lara, Ethan & Emma Litvin

Joe Kark
Ruth Kark
Sarah Gardenswartz
Sam Gardenswartz
Max Gardenswartz
Lilian Gardenswartz
Rose Litvack
Charlotte Londer
Robert Londer

Remembered by
Joel, Edye, Jordy & Richie Londer, Robyn, Jason, Ben & Noah Swinford

Bob Loup
Max Loup
Rose Loup
Arthur Olsen
Shaindie Olsen
Dr. Lewis Miller
Ethel Miller
Hyman Olsen
Fannie Olsen

Remembered by
Robyn Loup

Marjorie Hornbein
Louise Rosenbaum
Judge Charles Rosenbaum
Michael Rosenbaum
Terri Weissman
Rose K. Miller
Israel Miller
Ilona Ginsburg
Bernard Ginsburg
Irene Lowinger
Steve Rosenbaum
Irwin Kornfeld
Mel Dinner
Diane Dinner

Andrew Lowinger

Remembered by
Michael & Cynthia Lowinger & Family

Nanci Ann Shapiro
Armand Lubatty
Charlotte Fortner
Seymour Fortner
Annabelle Lubatty
Sylvia Greenberg
Philip Shapiro
Joannie Talpers

Remembered by
Andrew, Robyn, Matthew & Rebecca Lubatty

Elias Lucero
Casilda Lucero
Elia Mackey
Reese Mackey
Charlie Kaper
Frank Lucero
Kenny Zapata
Ken Ryan

Remembered by
Alvin & Lisa Lucero

Nina Markiewicz
Philip Markiewicz
Luba Lurman
Noach Lurman
Joshua Lurman

Remembered by
Henry & Alexandra Lurman

Harold Lustig
Betty Lustig
Gloria Cook
Herb Cook

Remembered by
Debbie & Jimmy Lustig

Sandy Gordon Stiebel Fields
Marshal (Mike) Fields

Remembered by
Alison & Steve Lytle

Joseph Bobrick
Angel Bobrick Berger
Irene Bobrick
Lev Malach
Riva Malach
Sam Goodman
Emma Goodman
Rose Bobrick-Berzon

Remembered by
Niki & Dov Malach

Nina Markiewicz
Philip Markiewicz
Luba Lurman
Noach Lurman
Joshua Lurman

Remembered by
Henry & Alexandra Lurman

Harold Lustig
Betty Lustig
Gloria Cook
Herb Cook

Remembered by
Debbie & Jimmy Lustig

Sandy Gordon Stiebel Fields
Marshal (Mike) Fields

Remembered by
Alison & Steve Lytle

Joseph Bobrick
Angel Bobrick Berger
Irene Bobrick
Lev Malach
Riva Malach
Sam Goodman
Emma Goodman
Rose Bobrick-Berzon

Remembered by
Niki & Dov Malach
Mickey Mandel
Minnie Mandel
Oscar Mandel
Margie Rosen
Ben Rosen
Harold A. Smith
Libby Katchen
Dave Katchen
Sophie Mandel
Harry Mandel
Rebecca Charney
Samuel Charney
Bessie Smith
Paul Smith
Remembered by
Donna Mandel
Ralph Lemberg
Stanley Marcove
Eddythe Lemberg
Rick Marcove
Remembered by
Sam, Bobbye, Michelle & Andi Marcove
Robert Staudenmier
Judith Staudenmier
Solomon Marcus
Luz Marcus
Leo Guon
Anne Guon
Norton Guon
Roberta Rosen
Sharlene Tolchinsky
Marvin Guon
Remembered by
Sam, Leah, Daniel & Lexi Marcus
E. Hil Margolin
Morton Margolin
Bonnie Margolin
Norma T. Dwyer
John Robert Reid
Remembered by
Denys Reid Margolin, Ben Margolin & Lilli Mulvaney
Kris Andersen
Larry Margolis
William Berger
Sylvia Berger
Sophie Margolis
Sam Margolis
Brian Ross
Remembered by
Hedy, Robert & David Margolis
Carl Groh
Barbara Groh
David Markenson
Marie Markenson
George Markenson
Esther Markenson
Rae Meinhard
William Lippner
Samuel Ber
Luba Ber
Jeffrey Wiener
Remembered by
Heidi, David, Emily, Rachel & George Markenson
Bruce Marks
Helen Fireman
Sam Fireman
Sidney Marks
Emily Marks
Judy Berneman
Abe Berneman
Manny Weizman
Remembered by
Lilly Marks, Lara Baker, Deborah Markenson
June Goldburg Warner
Bertha Polis Goldburg
Nathan Goldburg
David Warner
Blanche Warner
Toby Oppenheim
Frances Oppenheim
Samuel Oppenheim
Sarah Matz
Harry Matz
Wilbur Matz
Oscar Warner
Remembered by
Peggy Warner, Robert & David Matz
Ben Reiff
Irene Mayer
Stanley Mayer
Eddie Friedberg
Bob Friedberg
Mendel Reiff
Ida Reiff
Dorothy Kaplan
Sam Kaplan
Betty Mayer
Moses Strauss
Lorrie Reiff
Eva Fractman
Remembered by
Peggy, Alan, Sydney & Braden Mayer
Jessica S. McMillan
Samuel J. McMillan
Allen David McCord IV
Michael Moss
Sonya Moss
Julie Meltzer
May Meltzer
Rosemary Tumelty
Remembered by
Shaun McMillan
Kenneth H. Meer
Lillian Penn
Eddie Penn
Ethel Meer
Bert Meer
Jerry Schmerman
Bebe Schmerman
Jeff Hertz
Remembered by
Larry, Jordan, Aaron, & Ethan Meer
Sam Mendelsberg
Morris Rutland
Juanita Rutland
Joseph Mendelsberg
Reva Mendelsberg
Ben Kleinberg
Minette Kleinberg
Harry Rutland
Ella Rutland
Isadore Berger
Eva Berger Saphro
Mark Mendelsberg
Remembered by
Dennis & Barbara Mendelsberg
Andre Merage
Sion Levy
Sara Golbhar
Remembered by
David, Laura, Jonathan & Sabrina Merage
Ruth Methner
Harry W. Methner
Anna Strauss
Betram Strauss
Herman Heumann
Martha Methner
Jean Methner
Sophie Berg
Konrad Berg
Julia Berg
Max Berg
Siegfried Berg
Walter Vogel
Meta Kisinski
Ernestine Methner
Solomon Methner
Julius Methner
Lothar Methner
Martin Methner
Alice Trief
Albert Trief
Matilda Sobol
Ben Sobol
Betty Trief
Fred Trief
Imgard Klausner Rifkin
Max Klausner
Gerhard J. Heimann
Remembered by
Sid Methner
Jack H. Lopata
Dorothy Lopata
Gitel Strathman
Samuel Lopata
Annie Lopata
Oscar Metzel
Claire Metzel
Remembered by
Barbara & Sanford Metzel
Gary Michaelson
Remembered by
Philip and Rachel Michaelson
Susan Gavens
Mary L. Michaud
Edward J. Michaud
Sam Rein
Bertha Rein
Leon Lutzker
Sara Lutzker
Samuel Leon Katzman
Ann Marcus
Morris Marcus
Howard Seligson
Remembered by
The Michaud Family—Debra & Scott, Melissa & Alexander, Sarah & Daniel Gavens
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Alan Miller
Natalie Sue Miller
Joseph Winkofsky
Gittle Winkofsky
Isadore Best
Fannie Best
Toby Mells
Nate Mells
Vera Miller
Robert L. Miller
Albert Best
Remembered by
Gail & David Miller

Phyllis Behr
Sam Behr
Diane Dinner
Melvin Dinner
Lee Engbar
Shirley Engbar
Minnie Engbar
Robert Engbar
Irwin Kornfeld
Israel Miller
Rose Miller
Esther Ripps
Hyman Ripps
Judge Charles Rosenbaum
Louise Rosenbaum
Michael Rosenbaum
Steven Rosenbaum
David Ogilvie
Remembered by
Jimmy, Wendy, Rachel, Alyssa & Ethan Miller

Harry Miller
Ida G. Miller
Paul S. Miller
Harry L. Ginsberg
Sarah Ginsberg
Ruth G. Maline
Remembered by
Lois & Jay Miller

Judge Charles Rosenbaum
Louise Rosenbaum
Israel J. Miller
Rose K. Miller
Diane Dinner
Melvin Dinner
Irwin Kornfeld
Irene Lowinger
Andy Lowinger
Virginia Farber
Joe Farber
Shirley Engbar
Lee Engbar
Michael Rosenbaum
Steven Rosenbaum
Marjorie Hornbein
David Michael
Stanford Pat Rosenbaum
Sarah Rosenbaum
Remembered by
Louann & Micky Miller

Irving Hook
Flora Hook
Lanny Miller
Blanche Miller
Henry Miller
David Rogoff
Remembered by
Rick & Mindy Miller; Seth & Jaime Altman; Brandon & Lisa Rogoff; Andrew & Lauren Apple

Phyllis Jacobson
Nathan Jacobson
Herman Miller
Irene Miller
Remembered by
Mona Jacobson & Scott Miller

Milton Mishkin
Mollie Mishkin
Sam Mishkin
Ida Mishkin
Max Footlik
Kate Footlik
Ruth Schnair
Milton Schnair
Belie Berkelhamer
Louis Berkelhamer
Andrew Berkelhamer-Bennett
Nancy Footlik
Seymour Footlik
Betty Schultz
Sam Schultz
Sherwin Footlik
Nathan Footlik
Irene Footlik
Mary Blythe
Mildred Hall
Wesley Gergins
Leonard Krone
Susan Gergins
Julia Johnson
John Bill Johnson
Oscar Johnson
Carl Johnson
Lynn Footlik McBeath
Remembered by
Rick Mishkin & Linda Johnson-Mishkin

Otto Mittler
Felix Mittler
Moritz Mittler
Ida Mittler
Joseph Berman
Eva Berman
Dita Huff
Dorothy Patterson
Leon Jeduah Mittler
Yisroel Isser Mittler
Murray Kessler
Molly Kessler
Ursula Mittler
Gedalia Mittler Family
Berta Hilsenrat nee Mittler Family
Adolph Mittler Family
Nathan Mittler
Leo Mittler
Remembered by
Perry, Felix & Florence Mittler

Phil Mobell
Ann Kaminsky
Chaim Kaminsky
Rose Molbogat
Morris Molbogat
Dinca Kaminsky
Itzik Kaminsky
Morris Pringle
Rose Suletsky
Miriam Wolf
Ronnie Mobell
Shirley Knaster
Irene Cohen
Sue Roth
Perry Feinberg
Morris Kippur
Bryna Kippur
Remembered by
Arlene Mobell

Phil Mobell
Chaim Kaminsky
Ann Kaminsky
Rose Molbogat
Dinca Kaminsky
Rose Suletsky
Sue Roth
Pearl Fox
Bonnie Rothberg
Irene Cohen
Morris Molbogat
Itzik Kaminsky
Morris Pringle
Abe Cohen
Miriam Wolf
Remembered by
Gary L. Mobell

Charles Monheit
David Hilvitz
Lorayne Hilvitz
Louis Hellerstein
Ida Hellerstein
Joseph Hilvitz
Beulah Levine
Ida Hilvitz
Rose Monheit
Samuel Hilvitz
Marvin Hellerstein
Remembered by
Peter Monheit & Family
זיכרון לברכה

Michael S. Morris
Diane Morris
David Spivak
Flora Spivak
Morris Susman
Bertha Susman
Percy Effron
Gertrude Effron
Shlomo & Mindel Wiesel & Family
Hallie Siegel
Koby Gruenwald
Harold Lande
Remembered by
Louis & Laurie Morris

Ruth Morrison
Jordon Perlmutter
Abe Perlmutter
Dora Perlmutter
Dolores Perlmutter
William J. Morrison
Hyman Morrison
Bessie Morrison
Bertha Mendel
Nathan Mendel
Ann Rudofsky
Al Rudofsky
Joel Bernstein
Bernard Bernstein
Dubby Bernstein
Dan Morrison
Remembered by
Craig Morrison

Chana Besser
Jane Michnik
Marv Michnik
Guta Bozyk
Alter Chaim Bozyk
Al Berman
Rhya Berman
Sol Berman
Max Morton
Tillie Morton (Forman)
Louis Chrysler
Frieda Chrysler (Eisen)
Remembered by
Julie, Kevin, Daniel & Aaron Morton

Rose Pomeranz
Abe Pomeranz
Helen Pomeranz
Emil Brooks
Ann Brooks
Norman Musler
Robert Musler
Andy Musler
Madison Joy Friedman
Remembered by
Amy & Steve Musler & Family

Marilyn T. Nadorff
Dorothy R. Nadorff
Henry B. Nadorff
Helene T. Patterson
J. W. Patterson
L. David Patterson
Mildred T. Upling
Remembered by
James Nadorff

Israel Toltz
Frieda Toltz
Sylvia Barone
Moishe Barone
Joe Naiman
Emma Naiman
Marvin Naiman
Minnie Toltz
George Toltz
Ann Toltz
Corinne Rottman
Yonny Pepper
Leonard Weiner
David Naiman
Hosea Naiman
Tash Naiman
Aaron Teplow
Sophia Teplow
Maurice Barone
Sylvia Barone
Mollie Greenberg
Morey Teplow
Harry Naiman
Ted Naiman
Remembered by
Eileen Naiman

Joseph Sigman
Muriel Sigman
Frieda Toltz
Israel Toltz
Ann Toltz
Joseph Naiman
Emma Naiman
Maurice Barone
Sylvia Barone
Marvin Naiman
Jane Sigman
Harry Sigman
David Naiman
Isabel Garcia
Steve Sigman
Warren Toltz
Ruth Toltz
Kip Sigman
Yonny Pepper
Steve Barash
Remembered by
Robert & Robyn Naiman

David M. Naiman
Irwin Stuart Silverman
Margaret Silverman
Harry Silverman
Lucille Naiman
Benjamin Naiman
Lionel Naiman
Jeannie Naiman
Ben Sosny
Bessie Sosny
Sylvia Naiman
Lillian Naiman
Sylvia Sosny
Edyth Goldman
Irwin Goldman
Arnold M. Goldman
Marvin Goldman
Cindy Goldman
Joe Naiman
Emma Naiman
Nate Naiman
Zelda Naiman
Frank Naiman
Hosea Naiman
Tasha Naiman
Aaron Teplow
Sophia Teplow
Maurice Barone
Sylvia Barone
Mollie Greenberg
Morey Teplow
Harry Naiman
Ted Naiman
Remembered by
Eileen Naiman

Jacob Rothstein
Elaine Rothstein Glickman
Bessie Baker
Morris Baker
Frank Nash
Jeanette Nash
Teri Milton
Sylvia Harnden

Remembered by
LouAnn & Manny Nash & Family

Fred Newmark
Harry Freeman
Frieda Freeman
Jack Newmark
Eva Newmark
Remembered by
Rochelle Newmark, Edie Newmark; Joshua & Jamie Newmark; Tristan & Matthew Peters; Marsha & Taylor Ackling; Cheryl, Mike & Alyssa McDonald

Denie Barg
Harry Barg
Morris Cohen
Sarah Cohen
Helen Cohen
Esther Linkow
Ed Linkow
Marvin Eder
Jeanne Eder
Sam Nieder
Myrtle Nieder
Remembered by
Sara, Brad, Isaac, Molly & Sylvie Nieder

Leonard Nisonoff
Samuel Kantrowitz
Claire Kantrowitz
Lionel Kantrowitz
Louis Nisonoff
Lena Nisonoff
Veronica Loescht
Ernest Loescht
Nathan Hallerman
Philip Hallerman
Lillian Hallerman
Remembered by
Ann Nisonoff, Keith, Monica, Laurence, Nealie, Austin, Elise Nisonoff
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Andrew Novick
Leslie Novick
Michael Saokler
Fannie Cohen Goodman
Harry Goodman
Ida Moshman Levine
Dottie Wachsman
Louis Wachsman
Florence Novick
Abe Novick
Ronnie Katz
Joan Davenny

Remembered by
Karen, Rob, Izzy & Ayden Novick

Keith Olsson

Remembered by
Mindi, Chad, Ariel, Kaia, Brett, Alex, Drew & Tessa Olsson

William Rabinowitz
Lewis Nathan Osterman, Jr.
Abraham Weitzman
Eva Weitzman
Ray Rabinowitz
Benjamin Rabinowitz
Beulah Klinger
Beatrice Lazar
Katie Lazar
Irving Lazar
Benji Kenworthy

Remembered by
Caryn & Mark Alpert; Rachel & Lewis Osterman

Jacqueline Lea Ouaknine
Rachel Ouaknine
Salomon Ouaknine
Chantale Rebecca Ouaknine
Huguette Sol Sabbah
Arlette Sarah Levy
Albert David Waknin
Mardoche Simon Sabbah
Jerom Ross
Charles Waknin
Sophie Levy
Deborah Waknin
Adam Parmett
Roger Beck

Remembered by
Fabienne Ouaknine

Harry Papper
Anna Papper
Eric Neuberger
Lotte Neuberger
Irving Papper
Rose Papper
Ben Papper
Louis Heller
Helen Heller
Bernice Papper Tick
Willie Meyer
Jeanne Meyer
Allan Heller
Elizabeth Heller

Remembered by
Bernie & Carol Papper; Jeffrey, Jodi, Jeff, Lindsay & Logan Papper; Michael, Michelle Papper; Zachary & Adam Papper

Stanley H. Solomon

Remembered by
Jodi, Jeff, Lindsay & Logan Papper; Eliie Solomon; Michael, Cindy, & Zack Solomon; Dan, Lisa & Lauren Solomon

Phil Rosen
Libby Rosen
Sherwin Rosen
Doug Rosen
Anna Rosen Wax
Morris Katz
Esther Katz
Eli Katz
Jerry Katz
Eva Lopata

Remembered by
Mona Pasternack & Family

Anne Debbir
Martin Debbir
Kay Perlmutter
Samson Perlmutter
Nathan Perlmutter
Rebecca Perlmutter
Mania Boxer
Samuel Shlomo Boxer
Sam Karon
Betty Sherman
Stephen Jay Sherman
David Wax
Marshall Green
Skip Kurland

Remembered by
Joyce & Don Perlmutter

Jordon Perlmutter
Anne Goldberg
William S. Goldberg
Dora Perlmutter
Abe Perlmutter
William Morrison
Ruth Morrison
Al Rudofsky
Ann Rudofsky
Bernard Bernstein
Dubby Bernstein
Scott Klein
Lynn Rubin
Julie Cook
Arnold "Augie" Cook
Helen Dansky
Joyce Sachtler
Bobette Robinson
Eddie Fields
Gerald Lande

Remembered by
Ebbie Perlmutter & Family

Jordon Perlmutter
Scott Klein
Julie Cook
Arnold Cook
Shirlee Cook
Abe Perlmutter
Dora Perlmutter
William Goldberg
Anne Goldberg
Samuel Klein
Frances Klein
Jack Kloss
Rose Kloss

Remembered by
Jay & Lisa Perlmutter

Jordon Perlmutter
William Wolf
Jane Wolf
Esther Lesser
Ben Lesser
Dora Perlmutter
Abe Perlmutter
Anne Goldberg
Bill Goldberg

Remembered by
Lisa W., Jonathan, Alana, Ellie & Julia Perlmutter

Harry Perlov
Zelma Perlov
Jeanne Fliss
Joseph Fliss
Jeanette Saget
Phil Nowick
Dr. Martin Nowick

Remembered by
Alvin & Hilary Fliss Perlov & Family

Abraham Mizrachi
Simcha Mizrachi
Meir Mizrachi
Joni Wolfson
Laura Einstandig
Phyllis Einstandig
Ruth Weinberg

Remembered by
Janet Perlstein

Pearl Pfefer
Nat Pfefer
Dafna Zamarippa
Floyd Frank
Elizabeth Frank
Ida Joseph
Leon Joseph

Remembered by
Martin & Ilana Pfefer

Ruth Grodensky
David Grodensky

Daniel Ryan Phillips

Remembered by
Cyril Phillips

I. Jack Levy
Eva P. Levy
Abram Bean
David Courtney
Santa Courtney
Helenjane Pierce
Russell K. Pierce

Michael Redding Pierce

Remembered by
Scott, Suzanne, Jackie & Evan Pierce
ذكرונם לברכה

Jack Pinchuk
Yetta Fisher
Joseph Fisher
Rose Pinchuk
Joseph Pinchuk

Remembered by
Rose Pinchuk; Mitchell & Debbie Pinchuk; Ian & Arianne Pinchuk & Daughter; Zina & Gary Rodehorst & Children

Sidney Pinhas
Phillip Silver
Morris Pinhas
Matilda Pinhas
David Weinberger
Abraham Freed
Anna Freed
Aaron Silver
Sadie Silver
Sarah Robinson

Remembered by
Barbara Pinhas; Lisa Pinhas; Sandra & Jonathan Mann

Rose Pluss
Dorothy Sheldon
Minnie Bain
Esther Schmerman
Sam Schmerman
Sam Pluss
Bessie Pluss
Frank Pluss
Nellie Herman
Norman Pluss

Remembered by
Julius Pluss

Jean Siegel Melmed
Eli Melmed
Bessie Pluss
Sam Pluss
Nellie Pluss Herman
Louis Herman
Esther Schmermen
Sam Schmermen
Rand Siegel

Remembered by
Annette, Dick, Dana, Colette & Matthew Pluss

Khamin Sharnopolskiy
Yefim Sharnopolskiy
Raisa Balshin
Gersh Balshin
Georgy Starodinskiy

Remembered by
Anna Pogrebnyak

Abe Brooks
Anna G. Brooks
Mattie Cohen Brooks
Dora Gelfand
Louis Gelfand
Tillie Brooks
Max Brooks

Remembered by
Shirley Politzer

Elsa Lampert
Abraham Lampert
Rhe Oster
Harold Oster
Saralee Pollock
Louis Pollock
David Pollock
Alfred Simons
Bertha Simons
Sondra Kaufman
Morris Lampert

Remembered by
Ellen Lampert Pollock & Eric Pollock

Sol Price
Shirley Price
Sam Wagner
Sally Wagner
Jack Price
Frida Price
Leo Rich
Rose Rich
Harry Moser
Marie Moser
Josephine Brown
Blair Wagner
Sara Wagner
Vern Morris
Rita Morris
Tauba Barbinel
Chil Barbinel
Joel Barbinel

Remembered by
Michele & Neil Price

Verne Primack
Hyman Moore
Jeanette Katz Moore
Abraham Primack
Florence Primack
Isaac Katz
Leah Katz
Benjamin Murownick
Batya Murownick

Remembered by
Naomi Primack

Jeanette Moore
Hyman Moore
Paul Kaye
Ida Farber
Verne Primack
Stuart Jenkins
Jack Grossman
Sam Feiler

Remembered by
Scott, Debra, Samantha & Kyle Primack

Edward Khazanov
Solomon Khazanov
Leo Profilet Sr.
Reveka Gurvich-Zimin
Zina Gurvich
Maria Lotosh
Joseph Zimin
Joan Dunn

Remembered by
Leo & Yana Profilet

Sandra Pushkin
Herman Pushkin
Rose Pushkin
Abraham Pushkin
Irving Traunfeld
Pauline Traunfeld
Eugene Traunfeld
Max Traunfeld
Gerald Hansen
Frank Newman
Evelyn Scharff

Remembered by
Jon & Jeri Pushkin

Gerald M. Quiat
Ira L. Quiat
Esther G. Quiat
Marshall Quiat

Remembered by
Robert N. Quiat

Lev Katsnelson
Golda Seletskaya
Sosha Rabinovich
Welv Rabinovich
Zalman Ben Nachim
Yakovlev
Azknav Ben Monahim

Remembered by
Walter & Yelena Rabinovich

Jimmy Radetksy
Goldye Ruth Radetksy
Marvin Radetksy
Ann Yeddis
Lewis Yeddis

Remembered by
Beth Radetsky & Randall Radetksy

Sam Raizen
Fannie Raizen
William (Vav) Suson
David Suson
Dorothy Suson
J. Jasper deVore
Beatrice deVore
John deVore
Cathi Maynard
Harold Raizen
Janice Snell Schlichting
Katsuoyoshi Akachi
Robyn Bonyf Johnson
Harriet Suson
Irwin Suson
Albert Hayutin
Becky Hayutin
Ben Raizen

Remembered by
Dr. Michael Raizen & Gail deVore

Sidney Chaim Zusman
Rapaport
Anne Chaya Yenta Rapaport
Melvyn Rapaport
William MacLean
Diane MacLean

Remembered by
Alan, Robin & Aaron Rapaport; Sarah & Michael Berkey

Florence Koch
Sadie Manes
Harry Ekus
Betty Davidson
Sam Davidson
Sarah Rapport
Bashi Rapport
Victoria Willen
Allison Willen
Joe Rapport
Bill Rapport
Alan Davidson
Randy Kohn
Stuart Willen
Sybil Willen
Richard Kohn
Howard Davidson

Remembered by
Mary Jane, David, Rebecca & Brian Rapport
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Douglas Ravdin  
Morris H. Greenberg  
Bernice H. Greenberg  
David Ravdin  
Anna Ravdin  
Annette Korn  
Pamela Myers  
Howard Myers  
  *Remembered by*  
  Buna, Aaron M., &  
  David J. Ravdin

Sidney Reisch  
  *Remembered by*  
  Scott, Trina, Jonathan,  
  Caroline and Sam Reisch

Norman H. Resnick  
Isidor Kahn  
Feodora Kahn  
Frances Resnick  
Sydney Resnick  
Michel Kahn  
Therese Kahn  
Amalie Levy  
Joseph Levy  
Werner Levy  
Carol Kahn  
Guinter Kahn  
Marshall Schiff  
Mark Lifvin  
  *Remembered by*  
  Dorothy Resnick

Gussie Nussbaum Williams  
Al Williams  
Rabbi Arnold Richter  
Koby Gruenwald  
  *Remembered by*  
  Marlene Richter

Bill Silverman  
Barbara Silverman  
Sheldon Silverman  
Harry Silverman  
Goldie Silverman  
Sam Sontag  
Rose Sontag  
Mel Silverman  
Sydel Silverman  
Jesse Pejko  
Al Stiefel  
Jordon Perlmutter  
Monty Sontag  
  *Remembered by*  
  Julie Riley, Charley Silverman,  
  Jofey Silverman & Andrew  
  Silverman

Marion Elice Rockford  
Dale Porter  
Gertrude Porter  
Patrick Rockford  
Mary Margaret Shore  
Dr. Jack Snider  
David Bram  
Zita Ann Bram  
Itzhak Bram  
Mordechai Bram  
Moshé Bram  
Figa Bram  
Yacht Benus  
Leibie Benus  
Lemek Benus  
Libka Benus  
Rudkah Benus  
Sara Benus  
Leah Bram  
Mendel Bram  
Baruch Bram  
Yankel Benus  
Avraham Freidman  
Baruch Freidman  
Haskel Freidman  
Rivka Freidman  
Arnold Benton  
Murray Bram  
Michael Bram  
Jean Snider  
  *Remembered by*  
  Renee & Marvin Rockford

Morris Gamek  
Shaya Gamek  
Yehudit Gamek  
Mendel Gamek  
Frimet Gamek  
Sura Gamek  
Chava Landau  
Zanvil Kon  
Tila Kon  
Fayge Kon  
Devorah Gittel Kon  
Sura Kon  
Izak Kon  
Chaya Jozefowicz  
Esther Tila Malka  
Isaac Green  
Paul Rollin  
Ida Rollin  
Chaim Rollin  
Rifka Rollin  
Yossel Sternberg  
Etel Sternberg  
Etta Sternberg  
  *Remembered by*  
  Howard & Tilly Rollin; Ida  
  Gamek; Joe Gamek

Larry H. Rose  
Sheldon M. Rose  
Ben Goldstein  
Sarah Goldstein  
Ralph H. Rose  
Anna Z. Rose  
Ruthe E. Idleberg  
Max Idleberg  
  *Remembered by*  
  Francene Rose

Phillip Eliot Rose  
Jack Perlmutter  
Adele Perlmutter  
  *Remembered by*  
  Paula Rose, Aaron Rose, Terry  
  Perlmutter, Jodi Perlmutter

Esther Kastler  
Eddie L. Kastler  
Donna Rosen  
Sadie Rosen  
Dave Rosen  
Norman Kastler  
Jack Goldman  
Esther Tauba Kastler  
Perry Kaminsky  
Jean Kaminsky  
Ida Goldman  
Al Goldman  
Ruth Neiman  
Abe Neiman  
Jerry Neiman  
Irving Heller  
David Mallor  
Pauline Mallor  
Corrine Lesser  
Anna Goldman  
Phillip Goldman  
Mary Goldman  
Eleanor Cohen  
Louis Cohen  
Edna Cohen  
Puppy Cohen  
Steven Rosen  
Charles Heller  
Molly Heller  
Mandy Songer  
  *Remembered by*  
  Bev & Jay Rosen

Robert “Budsy” Klausner  
Charlyn “Ketsie” Klausner  
Joseph Rosen  
Clara Rosen  
William Dunevitz  
Sonia Dunevitz  
Esther Klausner  
Morris Klausner  
Blanche Schiff  
‘Papa’ Sam Rosen  
Zelda Rosen  
Samuel Rosen  
Anna Rosen  
  *Remembered by*  
  Debra, Stephen & Jerrod  
  Rosen; Kaycie & Stephen  
  Grigel

Louise Rosenbaum  
Judge Charles Rosenbaum  
Nellie Herman  
Louis Herman  
Sam Pluss  
Bessie Pluss  
Sam Schmerman  
Esther Schmerman  
Stella Michael  
David Michael  
Samuel Rosenbaum  
Ida Rosenbaum  
Michael Ben Rosenbaum  
Steven Mark Rosenbaum  
Rose Pluss  
  *Remembered by*  
  Jane E., Stanton, Danielle &  
  Ari Rosenbaum

Sally Gray  
Leon Gray  
Celia Weisbard  
Louis Weisbard  
Ema Pikarski  
Max Pikarski  
Dora Rosenthal  
Joseph Rosenthal  
Milton Rosenthal  
Inge Rosenthal  
Gloria Warshofsky  
Herbert Weisbard  
Donald Grossman  
  *Remembered by*  
  Lee Weisbard & David  
  Rosenthal

Remembered by

Bev & Jay Rosen  
Lee Weisbard & David  
Rosenbaum
Ruth Weiss
Nathan Weiss
Marjorie Rothschild
Samuel Rothschild
Lorna Heil
Harold Quiat
Robert Glickman
Bill Glickman
Remembered by
Brian & Jessica Rothschild
Corinne Rottman
Ada Rottman
David Rottman
Cece White
Melvin King
Paul Benjamin
Mildred Morris Benjamin
Morton Pacey Barron
Remembered by
Robert Rottman
Lynn Rubin
Anne Goldberg
Joyce Sachter
Jordon Perlmutter
Leon Rubin
Henry Rubin
Remembered by
Arielle Rubin
William S. Goldberg
Anne Goldberg
Minnie Rubin
Barney Rubin
Lynn Rubin
Lazar Bronstein
Esther Bronstein
Mary Goldberg
Joseph Goldberg
Henry Rubin
Sidney Rubin
Leon Rubin
Remembered by
Irvin & Charlotte Rubin
Howard Feldman
Milt Feldman
Ben Goldberg
Sarah Goldberg
Burton S. Goldberg
Isadore Feldman
Martha Feldman
Barney Rubin
Minnie Rubin
William Goldberg
Anne Goldberg
Lynn Rubin
Martha Segman
Remembered by
Mark, Beth & Spencer Rubin
Louis Rudofsky
Sarah Rudofsky
Steven Glick
Joy Lankowitz Hood
Earl Schilkin
Sheila Miller Bryant
Mickey Mandel
Dubby Kent
Remembered by
Gerard & Sheila Rudofsky & Family
Ann Rudofsky
Al Rudofsky
Dora Perlmutter
Abe Perlmutter
Sarah Rudofsky
Louis Rudofsky
Gene Rubin
Moe Rubin
Morris Rudofsky
Dolores Betty Perlmutter
Jordon Perlmutter
Bernard Bernstein
Dubby Bernstein
Marilyn Bernstein
Ruth Morrison
William Morrison
Stuart Zinn
Greg Vessa
Sam Turner
Sarah Turner Meadows
Joel Bernstein
Ben Turner
Harry Turner
Alan Levine
Warren Martin
Steven Glick
Deanna Mechanik Meno
Darlene Handler
Ronald Handler
Remembered by
Leland Rudofsky
Mark Arthur Loren
Tamara Luba Loren
Hilda Loren
David Langsam
Abe Sauer
Sarah Sauer
Rebecca Dale
Remembered by
Jamie & Heather Sabatier
Fred Sachs
Joseph Sachs
Helen Sachs
Margaret Sterling
Sarah Abramson
Chaim Abramson
Samuel Sacks
Sidney Sacks
Vivian Abramson
Harold Abramson
Mary Abramson
Andrew J. Extract
Kenneth Tucker
Remembered by
Jane Sachs
Rose Rosenblatt
Daniel Rosenblatt
Betty Sachs Rosenblatt
Harold Sachs
Irene Singerman
Remembered by
Stan, Barb, Todd and Rachel Sachs
Frank Chmielowiec
Abe Saliman
Rose Saliman
Julius Gilman
Rachel Gilman
Lily Friedman
George Katz
Richard Saliman
Evelyn Saliman
Remembered by
Joan & Ken Saliman
Richard Saliman
Evelyn Saliman
Herbert Burdick
Alma Augenblick
Gilbert Augenblick
Remembered by
Dr. Ronald & Audree Saliman
Stanley Saliman
Meyer Isaacs
Betty Isaacs
Philip Saliman
Dora Saliman
Alvin Saliman
Ruth Strathman
Joe Strathman
Remembered by
Karen & Andrew Saliman
Of Blessed Memory

Meyer Saltzman
Fannie Saltzman
Fraydel Saltzman
Max Weiss
Sylvia Weiss
Bill Gold
Dorothy Holder
Barbara Shelov
Shoshana Shelov
Patrice Gibson
Paul Freeman

Remembered by
Meyer M. & Geri Saltzman

Ken Weiner
David Goldstein
Sylvia Goldstein
Nathan Sanders
Irene Sanders
Bob Sanders
Paul Sanders
Aaron Pinsky
Claire Pinsky
Stuart Rogell

Remembered by
Larry &Roberta Sanders and Family

Leonard Isser
Sarah Isser
Max Isser
Mary Jacobs
Gus Jacobs
Jane Sooy
David Silberman

Remembered by
Mara Isser Sax, Paul Sax, Sandra Isser, Lore Silberman

Harry Gibbons
Anna Gibbons
Joe Gibbons
Dorothy Gibbons
Hil Tempelhof
Ida Tempelhof
Abraham Bernstein
Vilma Bernstein
Michael Schaffer
Hedwig Schaffer
Margaret Berger
Rose Berger
Nathan Schaffer
Irving Schaffer
Irene Schaffer
Arthur Potashnick

Remembered by
Garry, Maria & Joshua Schaffer

Charles Schatz
Julia Schatz
Rose Dale
Oscar Dale
Paul Munk
Inno Weinberg
Tekla TenBrink
Louis TenBrink
Jean Sobel
Irving Schatz

Remembered by
Daniel & Hannelore Schatz

Michael David Schatz
Evelyn Sunshine
Isadore Sunshine
Sam Weinstein
Rowena Weinstein
Robert Weinstein
Leigh Samuel Strassner

Remembered by
Lisa, Lexi, Zach & Kaitlin Schatz & John Strassner

Caryn Lesnoy
Reba Zitman Flink
Albert Schiff
Gertrude Schiff
Kate Flink
Irving Flink
Susan Reifman
Betty Lesnoy
Max Lesnoy
Ruth Mayer
Samuel Mayer

Remembered by
Bryan & Susan Schiff

Len Schiff
Margaret Ruttenbaum
Gertrude Schiff
Steven R. Ruttenbaum
Abe Ruttenbaum
Albert Schiff
Celia Schiff
Herbert Schiff
Maurice Litvack
Evelyn Stillman
Leo Stillman
Sheldon Stillman

Remembered by
Judy Schiff, Gregg, Stephanie, Alec & Kaia Schiff, Todd, Robyn, AJ & Gavin Schiff

Florence Matten
Bernard Matten
Jeffrey Matten
Marshall Jonah Schiff
Alice Schiff
Henry Schiff

Norm Resnick

Remembered by
Laura & Michael Schiff

Norman H. Resnick
Isidor Kahn
Fedora Levy Kahn
Sydney Resnick
Frances Resnick
Marshall Schiff
Henry Schiff
Alice Schure Schiff
Bernard Matten
Florence Law Matten
Jeffrey Matten

Remembered by
Amy, Steve, Jordan, Alex & Mia Schiff

Anita Kaufman Kleinhans
Alfredo Kaufman Friedman
Riva Schinagel Lehman
Bruno Schinagel
Jacob Kaufman
Rosa Kaufman
Samuel Kleinhans
Sara Kleinhans

Remembered by
Arthur, Amy, Lor, Danit & Ilan Schinagel

Evelyn M. Badner
David M. Badner
Goldie Garfield Steinberg
Philip Steinberg
Sarah Garfield
Rose Garfield
Goldie Mendelsohn
Samuel Mendelsohn
Sarah Badner
George Badner
Rae Rosenberg
Isaac Rosenberg
Robert Polukoff
Samuel Teicher
Wendy Badner Moore

Remembered by
Finn Badner Mindelli-Adams
Elizabeth Bender Cordova
Anne Steinberg Kulter
Teicher

Remembered by
Elen, Robert, Andrew, Daniel & Joseph Schneeweis, Gail Badner Sargent

Gertrude W. Hyman
Charles Schneider
Minnie Schneider
Joseph S. Hyman
Rochelle Conway

Remembered by
Alan & Daryle Schneider; Charlotte, Jacob, Michelle, David, Wesley, Zelda, Quinton & Kami Schneider; Myra Schneider

Julia Hearon
Roy Hearon
Birdie Hearon
Doug Gell
Esther Schrutt
Huna Schrutt

Remembered by
Nora & Bruce Schrutt; Jen, Max, Jaden, Arielle & Tali Schrutt; Zoe, Joey, Julia & Jack Gentry

Larry Schwartz
Dorothy Olesh Karo
Jerry Olesh
Rae Olesh
Isidor Olesh
William Karo
Mildred Karo
Louis Karo
Lucille Galber
Jill Galber

Remembered by
Cherie Anne Karo Schwartz

Durgson Lee
Gladys Schwartz
Werner Schwartz

Remembered by
Jody Lee Tanabe and Gregory Schwartz & Family

Charles Rosenthal
Altamae Rosenthal

Remembered by
Nancy & Raphe Schwartz

Shirley M. Sapper
David I. Sapper
Joseph I. Schwartz
Annette M. Schwartz

Remembered by
Pearl Schwartz, Rick Schwartz, Lisa Schwartz, Joel & Yulianna Schwartz
זכרונות לברכה

Werner W. Schwartz
Gladys Schwartz
Durgson Lee
Reminded by
Greg Schwartz, Jody Tanabe, Sam & Ben Schwartz
Annette Davidson
Sidney Shafner
Esther Shafner
Reminded by
Joshua, Shannon, and Samuel Berman; Mark, Beth, and Shawn Shafner; Saul Davidson
Marvin Shamon
Estelle Stark
Jack Stark
Herschel Lashkowitz
Hazel Eisenstadt
Rose Shamon
Abraham Shamon
Edith Berman
Jacob Berman
Lynne Montrose
Leon Berman
Shelley Lashkowitz
Reminded by
Paul & Lisa Shamon
Reva Zlotnick Sherman
Gerald Marshall Sherman
Tony Sedar
Nathaniel Sherman
Reminded by
Ira & Nancy Sherman
Edward Sherry
Joseph Epel
Beatrice Epel
Cecilia Kastner
Reminded by
Robert & Julia Sherry
Leo Robbins
Rosa Robbins
Sophie Starobin
Max Starobin
Samuel Robbins
Freida Robbins
Rose Robbins
James Mraz
Sadye Mraz
Reminded by
Fredlee Shore & Family

Alan Freis
Buddy Shpall
Sam Shpall
Sarah Shpall
David Lifshutz
Rose Lifshutz
Irv Reiner
Rose Reiner
Mendal Freis
Esther Freis
Sharon Bernstein
Anna Wasko
Leonard Freis
Harold Lane
Reminded by
Jim & Debbie Shpall
Mervyn Moish Shpall
Sarah Lemon Aaron
William Aaron
Ben J. Lemon
Nettie Hecht Lemon
Samuel I. Shpall
Sarah Karsh Shpall
Gerald A. Shpall
Faye Kaminsky
Rose Lehman
Libbie Lemon
Harvey Shpall
Marcia Shpall
Reminded by
Maxine Shpall
Hedva “Hedy” Weinberg
Michael D. Weinberg
Erza Kohn
Priva Kohn
Rabbi S. Joshua Kohn
Mollie Davis Weinberg
Mortimer Weinberg
Reminded by
The Weinberg & Shump Family

William Siegel
Esther Siegel
Tommy Siegel
Yette Siegel
Sarah Politzer
Sam Greenstein
Lena Greenstein
Max Weissblatt
Betty Weissblatt
Fannie Jacobs
Philip Phillipson
Anita Phillipson
Zandra Phillipson
Paul Jacobs
Lori Topper
Reminded by
Richard, Mindy, Erin & Brittany Siegel
Robert Harris
Melvin Siegel
Reminded by
Jamie Harris & Mike Siegel
Noah Silver
Sylvia Silver
Jack Silver
Sue Silver
Marcia Edmond
Stan Edmond
Reminded by
Ed Silver & Family
Bernard T. Krider
Jeanne Krider
Ester Fogel
Arthur Fogel
David Silver
Charles Flusberg
Gertrude Silver
Reminded by
Sheil & Cyndi Silver
Ida Fenson
Moe Fenson
Gertrude Silverman
Sol Silverman
Grace Fenson
Paul Silverman
Reminded by
Dr. Arnold & Bonnie Silverman
William Weinlood
Marcelline Weinlood
Jacob Silverman
Shirley Silverman
Reminded by
David, Lesley, Lindsey, Zachary & Emily Silverman
Morton B. Silverman
Phyllis R. Silverman
Fick D. Hodges
Abraham Forman
Sophie Forman
David Forman
Anna Forman
Jerry Forman
Shirley Forman
Morris Silverman
Ida Silverman
Rena Silverman
Claire Silverman
Jacob Cohen
Mildred Cohen
Dan Cohen
Shirley Cohen
Samuel L. Imoe
Martin Needles
Samuel Imoe
Maggie Imoe
John Imoe
Reminded by
Pam & David Silverman; Zach & Lisa Richardson; Jacqueline Silverman; Renee Hodges
Phyllis R. Silverman
Morton B. Silverman
Mildred Cohen
Jacob Cohen
Shirley Cohen
Daniel W. Cohen
Ida Silverman
Morris Silverman
Rena A. Silverman
David Tevya Silverman
Esther Sonya Silverman
Kalman Koffman
Bessie Koffman
Wolf Cohen
Celia Cohen
Max Shineberg
Etta Shineberg
Della Stark
Alex Stark
Celia Morrison
Louis Morrison
Reminded by
Max Silverman; Dennis Nelson & Donna Lea Chazen
Of Blessed Memory

Aziz Simantob
Sareh Yamin Kashani
Simantob
Soufer Frouzan
Dr. Mortez Moallem
Hakimeh Moallem
Dr. Shaker Moallem
Phyllis Simantob
Remembered by
Hamid, Mahroo & Ariel Simantob

Celeste CoBen
Helen Pitter
Frank Pitter
Sandy CoBen
Selma CoBen
Remembered by
Jill and Todd Simon

Ben Simon
Dorothy Simon
Samuel Hilvitz
Pauline Hilvitz
Harold Mankoff
Irene Mankoff
Robert Radetsky
Philip Hilvitz
Jerry Simon
Remembered by
Lynette, Joey, Ari & Taylor Simon

Albert Nathenson
Ann Nathenson
Harry Singer
Dorothy Singer
Dr. Stuart Singer
Andria Dworsky
Remembered by
Arnie, Narlene, Alan & Daniel Singer

Morris Chandler
Ida Chandler
Milton Singer
Rose Singer
Louis Fishhandler
Nech Fishhandler
Dora Pichersky
Morris Pichersky
Rebecca Weinshenker
Phllip Weinshenker
Betty Glazov
Eva Harris
Sam Singer
Faye Singer
David Reisman
Ida Reisman
Remembered by
Vivian & Philip Singer;
Norman Chandler

Sam Sitcoff
Dora Sitcoff
Jack Cohen
Rose Cohen
Barry Sitcoff
Sally Cadol
Remembered by
Catie, Jeremy, Lou, Jack,
Olivia, Susan, & Roger

George Skigen
Estelle Skigen
Morris Skigen
Bessie Skigen
Rae Goldman
Sol Goldman
Natalie Schacht
Dale McWilliams
Kevin Rickert
Remembered by
Russ & Vicki Skigen

Israel Goodman
Nora Goodman
Evelyn Skupsky
Sam Skupsky
Israel Friedman
Ida Friedman
Remembered by
Lorraine, Don, Irene, Ben &
Katharine Skupsky

Clara Rosen
Joseph Rosen
Irene Grunfeld Sladek
Bedrich (Staub) Sladek
Sam (Casiel) Rosen
Zelda Rosen
Samuel (Shmuel Chaim) Rosen
Anna Rosen Wax
Jakub Staub
Henrietta Ziegler Staub
Chaim Josef Grunfeld
Henchia Ita Grunfeld
Blanche Schiff
Joseph Schiff
Remembered by
Selma & Osi Sladek & Family

Theodore I. Leben
Aileen Leben
Gordon Slatkin
Freida R. Slatkin
J.L. Altman
Molly Allman
Ruby Boucher
Goffrey Boucher
Libby Leben
Sam Leben
Harry Slatkin
Rae Slatkin

Ellen Slatkin
Remembered by
Bud, Teena, Daniel, Alyson,
Gabriele, Ari, Alexander,
Jonathan & Cassie Slatkin

Marvin (Smitty) Smith
Gary Michael Smith
Shea Cohen
Hannah Inda Cohen
Hime Cohen
Paul Smith
Bessie Smith
Isadore Weiss
Eddie Holtzman
Leona Holtzman
Betty Goodstein Loesch
Julian Silverberg
Jeanne Silverberg
Mickey Mandel
Remembered by
Goldie Smith

Raymond Snyder
Pearl Altman
Ben Altman
Simon Snyder
Minnie Snyder
Abe Gold
Zelda Gold
Sylvia Barone
Maurice Barone
Joe Naiman
Emma Naiman
Marvin Naiman
Remembered by
Howard, Jill, Josh, Madison &
Abbie Snyder

Phillip Belkov
Beatrice Battleman Epstein
Harold Epstein
Sydney Snyder
Paul Greenberg
Abraham Snyder
Rose Snyder
Benjamin Gerson
Lena Gerson
Paul Roger Greenberg
Linda Epstein Belkov
Remembered by
Lisa Belkov Snyder, Dr. Jeffrey
Snyder, Jordan, Joshua and
Samantha Snyder

Tillie Solomon
Simon Solomon
Alfred Solonon
Todd Solomon
Remembered by
Harvey & Maureen Solomon

Lillian "Dolly" Greenstein
Morey Greenstein
Moshe Sonenreich
Sarah Greenstein
David Greenstein
Bertha Schwartz
Peter Schwartz
Faiga Beker
Israel Leib Beker
Malka Sonenreich
Yitzhak Sonenreich

Shmuel Beker
Remembered by
Izzy, Peri & Aviva Sonenreich;
Lauren Kashuk; Sara &
Jonathan Morris

Myron Rivkin
Heddy Spitz
Arthur Spitz
Rick Basore
Sara Rivkin
Polda Smilovic
Harry Spitz
Ben Shandler
Remembered by
Mark, Carol, Joshua & Marilyn
Spitz & Family
David Spivak
Flora Spivak
Morris Susman
Bertha Susman
Robert Susman
Zeima Susman
Shirley Friedland
Frances Kolpan
Milt Kolpan
Remembered by
Sally Spivak
Eitan Starosta
Kfir Kraft
Mildred Zlatin
Norman Zlatin
Zalman Gaibel
Daniel Gaibel
Remembered by
Naomi and Yaron Starosta
Martin David Steinman
Charles H. Hoschke
Remembered by
Holly & Kenny Steinman
Victor S. Stepsay
Gussie Smith Asarch
Irving Smith
Israel Smith
Minnie Stepsay
Harry Stepsay
Sara Rivlin
Victor Rivlin
Ilise White
Brandon White
Remembered by
Sophie & Richard Stepsay
David Stern
Joe Stern
Max Linker
Annie Linker
Helen Stern
Irving Levine
Leon M. Harris
Shirley L. Harris
Leonie Zioni
All the fallen soldiers of Israel
Remembered by
Dani, Jennifer, Hayley & Daphne Stern
Gershom M. Stern
Steve Oppermann
Remembered by
Jon, Kris & Zach Stern
Betty White Lentzer
Sidney J. White
Leo Stern
Sylvia Stern
Remembered by
Dr. Michael & Michelle Stern
Albert Stine
Lilyan Averch
Meyer Averch
Stan Averch
Remembered by
Stine & Averch Families
Isadore Greenstein
Gussie Greenstein
George Sukin
Goldie Sukin
Abe Yoelin
Rose Yoelin
David Greenstein
Sarah Greenstein
Remembered by
Bob & Sandy Sukin; Dr. Dean & Dr. Lisa Sukin; Rabbi Jeffrey & Rhonda Kaye; Alan & Leslie Sukin; Dr. Steven & Dr. Debra Sukin & Families
Louis Sundel
Pauline Sundel
Dorothy Rish
Marvin Rish
Remembered by
Harvey H. Sundel
Clara Brown
Morton Brown
Clara Swartz
Craig Swartz
Samuel Swartz
Lester Swartz
Herchel (Tzvi) Handler
Remembered by
Linda, Bill, Jonathan, Kimberly, Madeline, Tyler & Gabrielle Swartz; Deana, Daniel, Elise & Samuel Zeppelin
Max Lieberman
Mollie Lieberman
Alex Sylman
Rose Sylman
Ben Abraham
Sarah Abraham
Frances Sadewitz
Mitchell Sadewitz
Sam Lerner
Sally Lerner
Louis Winokur
Lee Winokur
Remembered by
Dr. Jack & Jennifer Sylman & Family
Harry Sytner
Clara Sytner
Zelda Hirsch
Charles Hirsch
Keith Olsson
Larry Hayman
Gloria Hayman
Harold Harte
Sylvia Harte
Lon David Harte
Sol Frenkel
Matylda Frenkel
Mary Kaye Goldberg
Theobald
Remembered by
Mark, Babetta Sytner; Olsson, Ovando, Sytner & Escobar Families
József Acél
Éva Buk (Mamika)
Erzsébet Binét (Zsóka Mama)
Félix Szentiványi
Angéla Szentiványi
Éva Garai
Tamás Panzca
Dr. Bogdány Laszlóné (Olgikánk)
Katalin Zsuszanna Mezey
Manci Eisler (Nagyika)
Rózsa Eisler (Rózsi néni)
László Eisler
László Damak
Remembered by
Anna Szentiványi, John Bray and Family
Barry Tenenbaum
Albert L. Tenenbaum
Ida Tenenbaum
Arnold Berman
Anne Berman
Barney Keen
Flora Keen
Norman Keen
Jackie Keen Aronson
Remembered by
Sandy Tenenbaum
Samuel Rosen
Anna Rosen Wax
Isaac Singer
Sarah Singer Stark
Robert Rosen
Lena Rosen
Sheldon J. Rosen
Stanley Kriss
Donald A. Kriss
Remembered by
Ilene Thompson
Barry Tillis
Helen Tillis
Jack Tillis
Betty Cohn
David Cohn
Laura Weiss
Remembered by
Marlene Tillis; Jess, Josh & Ben Tillis
Warren Tolz
Ruth Tolz
Esther Bugdانونowitz
Jack Bugdانونowitz
Sheila Bugdانونowitz
Rick Bugdانونowitz
Ann Tolz
Israel Tolz
Frieda Tolz
Miller Tolz
Paul Tolz
Katie Tolz
Lil Tolz
Stephen Narans
Mary Kline
Jeff Hertz
Michael Schatz
Remembered by
Michelle & Steven Tolz
Warren Tolz
Ruth Tolz
Sheila Bugdانونowitz
Rick Bugدانونowitz
Koby Gruenwald
Jack Hyatt
Bob Loup
Diane Morris
Remembered by
Amy Toltz-Miller
Samuel Topelson
Esther Topelson
Andre Kalnai
Becky Topelson
Remembered by
Jorge & Francine Topelson & Family
Pearl Steinberg
Joseph Steinberg
Sallee Cohen
Harvey Cohen
Remembered by
Beth, Tom, Joshua & Evelyn Toth
Murray Turner
Max Turner
Lucile Turner
Ida Ryss
Murray Ryss
Toby Epstein
Eileen Ryss
Alvin Epstein
Remembered by
Eileen Turner & Family
Blanche Turner Karol
Rose Eisen
Albert Eisen
Alyn Beth Keese
Jerry Morris
Sol Landow
Barbara Landow
Remembered by
Sherwin & Nadine Turner; Todd & Roni Landow; Spencer & Chloe Landow; Shayna & Nicole Keese
Wolf Tuteur
Doris Tuteur
Hyman Cohen
Lena Cohen
Lotte Tuteur
Richard Tuteur
Annemarie Tuteur Tucker
Remembered by
The Tuteur Family
Rabbi Manuel Laderman
Bess Laderman
Rabbi Paul S. Laderman
Morris Mallin
Leba Mallin
William Laderman
Feige Laderman
Zelig Lederman
Minnie Lederman
Remembered by
Jack & Mierle Ukeles & Family
Bea Kossoff
Archie Kossoff
Daniel Kossoff
Alice Uslan
Morris Uslan
Leon Kupersmit
Reddy Silver
Jody Silver
Remembered by
Steve Uslan & Bonnie Kossoff; Daniella Uslan & Daniel Kupersmit; Rachel Uslan & Louis Goldin
Miriam Paine
David Paine
Rela Shane
Norman Shane
Clara Cohen
Leo Cohen
Mendel Paine
Rebecca Paine
Ruth Freidenberg
Gary Freidenberg
Emmanuel Van Vliet
Remembered by
Stevan & Julie Van Vliet
Forrest Vean
Albert Vean
Bessie Vean
Jennie Litvack
Sam Litvack
Ida Silverman
Matthew Aaron Hepner
Herbert Vean
Anna Litvack
Nathan Litvack
Julius Silverman
Shirley Vean
Lois Kleiner
Shirley Strait
Remembered by
Julia Vean & Family
Ann Waldbaum
Hyman Waldbaum
Sam Duman
Ida Duman
Sam (Casel) Rosen
Zelda Rosen
Anna Rosen (Wax)
Samuel Rosen
Joseph Rosen
Clara Rosen
Blanche Schiff
Joseph Schiff
Remembered by
Leonard & Roberta Waldbaum & Family
Tillie Seinfeld
Herman Seinfeld
Rose Seinfeld
Rose Tainowitz
Bess Goldfarb
Mollie Weinberg
Remembered by
Bonnie Wallack
Gregory B Kramer
Marvin Kramer
Herman Markowitz
Lois Markowitz
Remembered by
The Wallen Family
H. Barry Woodrow
Rona Wasserman
Philip Wasserman
Remembered by
Stacy & Scott Wasserman
Esther Francine Wattenberg
Lee Wolff Wattenberg
Richard Bela Wattenberg
Lynn Abby Wolff-Wattenberg
Remembered by
Anne Wattenberg
Vernie Webb
Rose Garfinkel
Nathan Garfinkel
Irvin Garfinkel
Shirley Garfinkel
Alice Kasloff
Israel Kasloff
Dave Columbus
Georgia Webb
Zack Kasloff
Josephine Kasloff
Sarah Columbus
Alec Vine
Remembered by
Jerry, Reesa, Elke & Ilana Webb
Ken Weiner
Leonard Weiner
Sylvia Goldstein
David Goldstein
Fannie Zerobnick
Sam Zerobnick
Nathan Sanders
Irene Sanders
Remembered by
Lori, Aubrie, Carly & Mason Weiner
Abraham Weinstein
Sylvia Weinstein
Murray Debra
Rose Debra
Weinstein grandparents
Gold grandparents
Debora grandparents
Sher/Zweig grandparents
Remembered by
Harold & Sharron Weinstein & Family
Arlene Weissberg
Martin Weissberg
Remembered by
Cathy Weissberg; Tim, Ian & Jesse Rodgers; Lyren, Steve, Lex & Madison Merrill
Gordon Larry Wenner
Fannie Helfand
Harold Helfand
Natanya Retzkin
Lil Rest
Remembered by
Anita Wenner & Family
Ann Witkin
Lou Witkin
Dorothy Dryer
Pat Dryer
Max Rabinoff
Jennie Rabinoff
Samuel Witkin
Netta Witkin
Morris Witkin
Leo Rabinoff
Esther Rabinoff
Celia Diner
Harry Diner
Ethan Miller
Herbert Miller
Abe Rabinoff
Rae Rabinoff
Helen Lewis
Lou Lewis
Jennie Witkin Brown
Saul (Babe) Witkin
Gertrude Witkin
Hall Duncan
Lily Witkin Morris
Simon Morris
Joel Bernstein
Lynn Rubin
Harold Morris
Mary Morris
Remembered by
Howard & Pattiann Witkin
Jack Sedalnick
Max Sedalnick
Dorothy Sedalnick Zepelin
Rose Sedalnick
William Sedalnick
Bessie Spillman
Seymore Wofsey
Sarah Sedalnick
Max Sedalnick
Remembered by
Flo Sedalnick Wofsey; Lillian Sedalnick Portos; Daisy, Elizabeth, Catherine & Shirley Sedalnick
Johanna Wohl
Marsha Wohl
Susan Shulman
Hilda Reinstein
Herman Reinstein
Bernice Wohl
Samuel Wohl
Howard Skolnik
Marilyn Skolnik
Sidney Small
Grace Small
   Remembered by
   Joshua, Asher and Talia Wohl
Bernice Potashnick
Daniel Potashnick
Arthur Potashnick
Ruth Wolf
Al Wolf
Bea Wolf
Roz Weiss
   Remembered by
   Howard, Sandra, Karen, Jeffrey, Adrienne, Charlotte, & Alexandra Wolf
Zak Nahmoulis
Esther Nahmoulis
Fred Hoffman
Miriam Hoffman
Leonard Wolpa
Rose Baird
Kenny Baird
Herman Hoffman
Rose Hoffman
   Remembered by
   Alan & Sylvia Wolpa and our family; Zach & Lindsay Wolpa; Cameron & Amy Pugh & Ryan Wolpa
Haddon Leibbrandt
Danette Leibbrandt
Isaac Wolpo
Pearl Wolpo
Joseph Schwartz
Edith Schwartz
Philip Schwartz
Molly Schwartz
Benjamin Metzler
Lucille Metzler
John Leibbrandt
   Remembered by
   Katherine Leibbrandt
   Kerry D. Girardin
   Abraham Wolpo
   Hanna Wolpo Gray
   Bill Gray
   Rick Wolpo
   Susan Wolpo
   Elliot Wolpo
   Sam Wolpo
   Remembered by
   David, Kerry, Rachel, Ashira & Benjamin Wolpo
Abraham (Abe) Wolpo
Peninah Wolpo
Isaac Wolpo
Esther Goldman
Isadore Goldman
Sarah Goldman
Max Goldman
Marvin L. Levin
Marlene Zekman
Leonard Zekman
Elliot Wolpo
Marilyn Wolpo
Samuel Wolpo
Doris Minsky
Joseph Minsky
   Remembered by
   Fran Wolpo
H. Barry Woodrow
   Remembered by
   Johanna & Steven Woodrow
Sidney Wright
Harry Winkelman
Lucille Winkelman
   Remembered by
   Amy Wright & Steve Goldstein
Ann Yeddis
Lewis Yeddis
Arthur Frank
   Remembered by
   Phil, Fran, Joshua, Jordan, Whitney, Lindsey & Benjamin Yeddis; Lisa, Jared, Brooks & Palmer Sparr; Maxine Frank
Sam Yoelin
Mildred Yoelin
Reva Yamin
Oscar Yamin
El Yoelin
Evelyn Saliman
Richard Saliman
Floyd Saliman
   Remembered by
   Alan, Linda, Bryan, Amy, Amanda & Allison Yoelin
Eli Yoelin
Norman Reich
Shani Phillips
Robert Phillips
Louis Kenar
Bessie Kenar
Abe Yoelin
Rose Yoelin
Dora Goldstein
Bernie Goldstein
Joseph E. Yoelin
Miriam Yoelin
Morris Kenar
Sandy Kenar
Sam Kenar
Barbara Kenar
Kathy Kenar Boxer
Sam Shimmye Yoelin
Mildred Yoelin
   Remembered by
   Shirley Yoelin; Carol Reich; Sharon, Jeff, Lance & Brian Waldman
Natalie Erin Zall
Helen Kokenias
Fela Monastyrski
Georgie Mashiach
Jack Welner
   Remembered by
   Talia Zall and Family
Rose Shapiro
Trudy Greenblatt
Gertrude Zansberg
Andy Shapiro
Mimi Reinhart
Nathan Moskowitz
Fanny Maier
Solomon Maier
Esther Shapiro
Stanley Reinhart
   Remembered by
   Steve & Lisa Zansberg
Anna Zapiler
Leo E. Zapiler
Mania Roland
Albert Roland
Pine Winograd
Gilla Winograd
David L. Gottesfeld
Kenneth R. Gottesfeld
Paula Zapiler Burger
Srulek Zapiler
Henry Sperber
Halina Kronenberg
Henry Zeligman
   Remembered by
   David & Joan Zapiler
Joel Zeichner
Irving Zeichner
Zina Zeichner
Alan Wisotsky
Sarah Wisotsky
Herman Segaul
Esther Segaul
Harry Katzman
Sarah Katzman
   Remembered by
   Steven & Didi Zeichner
Leonard Harris
Dyna Harris
Thelma “Tee” Zelinger
Morris “Pip” Zelinger
Marc Alan Zelinger
Toby Zelinger
Bernice Zelinger
William J. “Bill” Goldstein
Elizabeth Goldstein
Rosanna Goldstein
   Remembered by
   Michelle & Michael Zelinger
Jack Zeilkin
Abe Zeilkin
Sylvia Zeilkin
Morris Sobule
Esther Sobule
Ila Sobule
William Zeilkin
Yetta Kline
Dr. John Zarit
   Remembered by
   Howard, Deanie & June Zeilkin
Of Blessed Memory

Henry Zemel  
Frances Elfent  
Minnie Rozanski  
Max Rozanski  
Joseph Zemel  
Bertha Zemel  
George Rozanski  
Shirley Rozanski  
Remembered by  
Leonard Zemel  
Louis Tobin  
Elsa Tobin  
Morris Zeppelin  
Ruth Zeppelin  
Nathan Kaplan  
Anna Kaplan  
Morris Tobin  
Sarah Tobin  
Louis Heller  
Helen Heller  
Goldie Rubinstein  
Israel Rubinstein  
Ida Zeppelin  
Benjamin Zeppelin  
Pearl Herman  
Elinor Debber  
Alan Zelkind  
Remembered by  
Howard, Sherrin, Michael,  
Michelle, Amy, Charlie, Daniel,  
Deena, Ellie & Sam Zeppelin  
Irving F. Zigmond  
Jules Kutner  
Anita Kutner  
Franklin Kutner  
Freda Marcus  
Nathan Marcus  
Elizabeth Kutner  
Leon Kutner  
Remembered by  
Rosalyn, Andrew, Frank Zigmond  
Helen Englard  
Fred Englard  
Samuel Joseph Zuber  
Phyllis Levin Zuber  
Arthur Zuber  
Melvin Monasee  
Ruth Levin  
Harry Zuber  
Maurice Zuber  
Rosalind Zuber  
Abraham Zuber  
Anne Dorothy Berwin  
Remembered by  
Richard & Yvonne Zuber; Sam  
Zuber & Kendra Shore  
Anette Schultz  
Irving Schultz  
Ruth Schoen  
Robert Shoen  
Eva Fried  
Morris Fried  
Esther Zucker  
Hymin Zucker  
Gilda Tanne  
Mania Nevins  
Caren Marchfeld  
Zac Galinkin  
Remembered by  
Jennifer & Gary Zucker, Joanne &  
Marc Schoen, Iris & Izzy Zucker

Remembered by

Rosalyn, Andrew, Frank Zigmond

Remembered by

Richard & Yvonne Zuber; Sam
Zuber & Kendra Shore
In Memory of
the men and women of the United States Armed Services who lost their lives during the past year.

In Memoriam
They are not dead, our sons who fell in glory
Who gave their lives for Freedom and for Truth.
We shall grow old, but never their great story.
Never their gallant youth.
In a perpetual springtime set apart,
Their memory forever green shall grow,
In some bright secret meadow of the heart
Where never falls the snow.

Joseph Auslander

In Memory of
the Israeli citizens and the soldiers of the IDF who lost their lives defending their people and the State of Israel.
Thank You to our Plus Level Members

We acknowledge the following people for their dedication and commitment to the HEA through their generous Plus Level Memberships. Their additional contribution ensures the HEA is able to continue offering engaging programming, meaningful worship and sustain our policy of “never turning a child away from the religious school or a person away from membership because of financial need.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Alpert and Caryn Osterman</th>
<th>Richard and Eileen Greenberg</th>
<th>Bernie and Roberta Naiman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey and Nhi Aronheim</td>
<td>Celeste Grynberg</td>
<td>Robert and Robyn Naiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel and Jill Asrael</td>
<td>Robert and Diane Hochstadt</td>
<td>Robert and Karen Novick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcy Balogh</td>
<td>Mark and Cathlyn Huttner</td>
<td>Essie Perlmutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Gantz Berman and Dr. Steven Berman</td>
<td>Dr. Alan and Jennifer Jacobs</td>
<td>Jay and Lisa Perlmutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Tashof and Sharon Bernton</td>
<td>Daniel and Angela Japha</td>
<td>Julius Pluss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirk Bird and Caron Blanke</td>
<td>Drs. Larry and Iris Karsh</td>
<td>Dr. Scott and Debra Primack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morey and Carol Brooks</td>
<td>Benjamin and Sharon Kassanoff</td>
<td>Jane E. and Stanton Rosenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marla and David Brown</td>
<td>Joanne Kleinstein</td>
<td>Robert Rotman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morey and Evelyn Cohen</td>
<td>Barry and Mindy Knaster</td>
<td>Rick and Julie Rubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa and Shell D. Cook</td>
<td>Robert and Shelley Krovitz</td>
<td>Joan and Ken Saliman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Vicki Dansky</td>
<td>Bruce and Barbara Likoff</td>
<td>Bryan and Susan Schiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth and Bonnie Davis</td>
<td>Michael and Cynthia Lowinger</td>
<td>Bruce and Nora Schrutt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken and Sheryl Feiler</td>
<td>Alvin and Lisa Lucero</td>
<td>Gregory Schwartz and Dr. Jody Tanabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve and Ellen Finer and Family</td>
<td>David and Laura Merage</td>
<td>Jim and Debbie Shpall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Freedberg and Monica Gelfond</td>
<td>Sidney K. Methner</td>
<td>Steven and Kerri Siegel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Gelfand</td>
<td>Scott and Debra Michaud</td>
<td>Marc and Lisa Soicher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill and Lynn Geller</td>
<td>Rick and Mindy Miller</td>
<td>Izzy and Peri Sonenreich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayor and Stephanie Geller</td>
<td>Jimmy and Wendy Miller and Family</td>
<td>Robert Ginsburg and Arlene Stein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua and Lynn Ginsberg-Margo</td>
<td>Jay and Lois Miller</td>
<td>Steven and Michelle Toltz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Barbara Goldstein</td>
<td>Louann and Micky Miller</td>
<td>Mark and Elena Veta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven and Linda Goldstein</td>
<td>Dr. Louis and Laurie Morris</td>
<td>Steven and Didi Zeichner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Peter and Gabriela Gottlieb</td>
<td>Craig Morrison</td>
<td>Daniel and Deena Zeppelinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald and Blanche Greenberg</td>
<td>David and Hallie Moskowitz and Family</td>
<td>Gary and Jennifer Zucker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank You

To the members of our Legacy Society, HEAroes for the Future, who are including HEA in their will, trust, retirement account, or life insurance policy.

**HEAroes for the Future**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anonymous (12 HEAroes)</th>
<th>Dr. Peter and Gabriela Gottlieb</th>
<th>Mona Pasternack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Alpert and Caryn Osterman &amp; Families</td>
<td>Tony Gottlieb and Katherine Dealy</td>
<td>Jordon z’l and Essie Perlmutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey and Nhi Aronheim</td>
<td>Richard and Eileen Greenberg</td>
<td>Neal and Michele Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua and Shannon Berman</td>
<td>Rabbi Salomon and Melanie Gruenwald</td>
<td>Roberta Quiat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Tashof and Sharon Bernton</td>
<td>Robert and Diane Hochstadt</td>
<td>Dr. Harley and Sara Rotbart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Binsky</td>
<td>Lawrence Kopf</td>
<td>Robert Rottman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason and Barbara Carroll</td>
<td>Mark and Ellice Krivel</td>
<td>Rick and Julie Rubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morey and Evelyn Cohen</td>
<td>Carla and Jay Kutnick</td>
<td>Lee Rudofsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Vicki Dansky</td>
<td>Steven and Leslie Levine</td>
<td>Joan and Ken Saliman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth and Bonnie Davis</td>
<td>Bruce and Barbara Likoff</td>
<td>Cherie Karo Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Defez</td>
<td>Leonard z’l and Sylvia Litvak</td>
<td>Bruce and Nora Schrutt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Bruce and Tammy Dollin</td>
<td>James McKeon</td>
<td>Philip and Holly Segel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael and Robin Engleberg</td>
<td>Sidney K. Methner</td>
<td>Lisa and Marc Soicher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken and Sheryl Feiler</td>
<td>Jody and Mark Meyer</td>
<td>Harvey H. Sundel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill and Lynn Geller</td>
<td>Scott and Debra Michaud</td>
<td>Kimberly and Wayne Turnbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua and Lynn Ginsberg-Margo</td>
<td>Jay and Lois Miller</td>
<td>Shelly H. Tuteur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua and Pamela Gold</td>
<td>Scott Miller and Mona Jacobson</td>
<td>Eve Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott and Shari Goldstein</td>
<td>Dr. Louis and Laurie Morris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To learn how to support the HEA today through a Plus level membership or tomorrow through a Legacy Gift contact:

**Lynn Geller**
Chair, Legacy Giving
lynnegell19@gmail.com
720-375-5105

**Lisa Soicher**
VP, Development
lisasoicher@gmail.com
720-231-2737
Acknowledgements

Front Cover
The photograph on the front cover, taken by Neil Rosenfeld, is of the Ark in the Sanctuary. The Ark was dedicated by Jordon and Essie Perlmutter and Family and was designed by Ira Sherman. Pictured above the Ark is the Ner Tamid, Eternal Light, created by artists Jay Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen and Lucinda Shaw. The design of the light is symbolic of Keter or Crown and mystically represents the earthly domain of God.

Back Cover
The photographs on the back cover, taken by Janet Purvis, are of the Witkin Family Windows, by artists Jay Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen and Lucinda Shaw. The windows include images of Jewish holidays, prayers, mysticism, as well as the history of the Hebrew Educational Alliance. The windows, dedicated April 29, 2000, were a gift to the congregation by the Witkin family given in memory of Lou Witkin and in honor of Ann Witkin.

Readings
Pages 5-7

We Remember Them
Page 7

Transliteration
Yikor Prayer (Page 11);
Psalm 23, In Memory of All the Dead (Page 15)
Transliteration by Debbie Lagerborg & Neal Price

Remembrance
Pages 8-18
Yizkor
Reprinted with permission from Mahzor Lev Shalem, © 2010 Rabbinical Assembly, pages 290-294. This permission is only for use by Congregation Hebrew Educational Alliance.
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Front Cover
HEA High Holiday Ark by Neil Rosenfeld, 2003
Back Cover
HEA Stained Glass Windows by Janet Purvis, 2008
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HEA Ark by Howard Zall, 2005
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Yizchor, by Nicole Kahn, from Washington State Holocaust Education Resource Center. www.wsherc.org
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HEA Sanctuary Menorah, by Debbie Lagerborg, 2005
Page 6
Stone Monument from Internet search on Google Images
Page 7
Memorial Candle, from Internet search on Google Images
Yizkor Stained Glass from Internet search on Google Images
Page 20
Goldberger Youth Center, by Beverly Hartzman, 2008
Page 50
Flags, from Internet search on Google Images

The Witkin Windows
Created by Jay Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen and Lucinda Shaw

Photographs of the windows by Janet Purvis, 2008
Yizkor Services
2020–2021 5781

Yom Kippur, Monday, September 28, 2020
Shemini Atzeret, Saturday, October 10, 2020
Eighth Day of Passover, Saturday, April 3, 2021
Second Day of Shavuot, Tuesday, May 18, 2021

Services

Friday Evenings
Call for time or check the website www.HEAdenver.org

Saturday Evenings
Call for time or check the website

Shabbat Mornings
9:00 am - Services

Weekdays
Sundays 8:00 am
Monday–Friday 8:00 am
Weekday Rosh Chodesh 8:00 am
National Holidays 8:00 am

For more information please contact us.

Congregation Hebrew Educational Alliance
3600 South Ivanhoe Street, Denver CO 80237-1196
Phone 303 758 9400 • Fax 303 867 9850 • www.HEAdenver.org

The Hebrew Educational Alliance sincerely regrets any errors and omissions.